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A shorter walk to
campus: Is dorm life
really worth it?

Sparking an issue
at the gas pump

College hikes tuition 8.5 percent for fall
0
Price tag tops out at alltime high of $14,880 per year
By Ryan Adair
Co-Editor-In-Chief
Columbia students will pay an additional
$1 , I 00 to attend the college for the 2003 to 2004
academic year, according to President Warrick L
Carter.
The 8.5 percent tuition increase comes after
approval from the college's Board of Trustees.
Overall, students will shell out $14,880 in tuition

for the forthcoming academic year. The sum does
not include mandatory or class fees.
Carter cited the poor economy, in addition to
the price of continuing expansion of the college,
as reasons for the increase.
"Because we are 87 percent dependent on
tuition, we have to look to our tuition base in
order to introduce new technologies for the institution," Carter said. "We've chosen one of the
most expensive areas in which to educate and we
must have contemporary things."
Carter said Columbia has suffered significant
investment losses in the stock market, with the

Full-nme SWdent

Tuhlon Increase

See Tuition, Page 6

Returning from Iraq,
military students will
still have a spot at
Columbia, says official
Colum bia
student
Tina
Blumenberg, 22, an interdisciplinary arts major, was pulled out
of her last semester of classes,
her friends said, when the U.S.
Army reactivated her in early
By Angela Caputo
February.
Contributing Editor
Blumenberg, also know by her
As combat rages thousands of hip-hop performance name
miles away in Iraq, college offi- "ToMBoy," worked as a data
cials have taken measures to clerk in the Student Financial
ensure Columbia students enlist- Services Office for three years
ed in the military can return to before she shipped out.
Steve Washington, 22, an
classes without penalty.
" We' re trying to create as interactive multimedia student,
friendly qf an environment as we said he spoke to Blumenberg on
can,"
said
John
Olino, March 26 at the Wisconsin mili Columbia's director of financial tary base she is stationed. "Her
morale
is
really
hi gh,"
aid.
"It's the least we can do for Washington said.
Washington
said
that
putting our soldiers in harm's
Blumenberg is awaiting orders
way," he said.
The policy, finalized on March on where she will be stationed
I 0, says students who are acti- next.
Blumenberg told Washington
vated or join mid-semester will
be withdrawn from class without that she doesn' t know if she will
penalty. Financial aid will be be sent to Iraq.
Illinois' military affairs office
returned and charges for the term
would be waived, according to said it was not able to release
information
on whether or not
the Student Financial Services
Blumenberg's unit would be
Office.
Olino said that he hopes the deployed to Iraq.
"For the sake and safety of our
new policy will make it easier
for students to return to college soldiers we're not going to give
out
that information," said Sgt.
after they return from duty.
"It's unfortunate that this war Michelle Morgan of the Illinois
is interrupting students' lives," Department of Military Affairs.
Blumenberg was a GI Bill
he said. "My hope is that they
will return to college, either here recipient, which was paying for
her ed ucati on at Columbia
or somewhere else."
During the Gulf War in 199 1, according to the Admi ssions
five students were called up but Office.
Pat Fahrenbach, 20, a recent
only two returned to Columbia,
according to E.J. Chip Talbot, trans fer student to Columbia and
counselor
for a theater major, will report to
admissions
duty in San Diego, Calif. on
Columbia's veteran office.
In his State of the College April 21.
He said he thinks most coladdress on March 20, President
Carter said, "about 15 members lege-age people apply for the
military
to receive fi nancial aid.
of our community ... have been
When Fahrenbach joined the
called up and therefore are servMarine Corps in March, he said
ing the country on our behalf."
The President 's Office was the recruiter was surprised that
unable to account for 15 people, he wasn' t joining in pursuit of
nor were any other administra- tuition money.
" I enlisted to defend our
tive offices on campus.
The Chronicle can confirm beliefs, our country and people
who
can' t and won ' t fight for
two Columbia students currently
themselves," Fahrenbach said.
on inactive military duty.

0
College plans to
waive fees and return
financial aid

Heather Morrison'Chronicte

Construction crews begin demolition of the building at 531 S. Wabash Ave. on March 28-marking the
third construction site on the block.

Online, grading the grader is easy
0
Websites give students
chance to sound off about faculty
By Doris Dadayan
Copy Editor
" Not only is the book a better teacher, it also has
a better personality."
"I learned there are 137 tiles on the ceiling."
'The movies he shows are so bad that even he
has to leave the room."
"He will destroy you like an academic ninja."
These are just a few of the entries by college
students across the United States and Canada on
RateMyProfessors.com, a website with the goal of
allowing students the opportunity to post messages and rate professors on campus anonymously; to give their overall opinion of the class while
seeing what other classmates have written; and to
use as a resource in helping with planning class

schedules.
The website was created in 1999 after the
founder, John Swapceinski, had a bad experience
with a professor while attending San Jose State
University in the computer science master's
degree program. "I had a particularly dastardly
professor who helped to inspire me to find a way
to warn other students about her, and hence, the
site was born," he said, in an e-mail interview.
RateMyProfessors.com is the largest listing of
college professor ratings on the Internet. The site
consists of more than 650,000 ratings for professors from I,700 schools, and gets about 12,000
visitors a day, according to Swapceinski.
The site offers public scrutiny of instructors that
are rated on a scale of one to five based on three
classifications: clarity, helpfulness and easiness.
Clarity is how the instructor presents the class
material, his or her organization, and if class time
was spent effectively. Helpfulness refers to the
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Around Campus,-------Hair Trigger grabs award
The Fiction Writing Department's annual magazine, Hair Trigger, was awarded a Silver Crown
Award from the Columbia University Scholastic
Press Association. The award for Hair Trigger 24
honors the efforts of the magazine's student editors and faculty adviser, Chris Maul Rice.
The annual award-given March 22 in New
York City-honors more than 1,550 entries from
across the country. Hair Trigger 24 was among
three other magazines in the Silver Circle rankmarking the sixth year the magazine has won
either a Golf or Silver Crown Award.

New electronic research
materials at college library
The Columbia Library, 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
has expanded its electronic resources with the
addition of several image and article databases,
including: Art Full Text, Black Drama, FIAF
International FilmArchive Database, Design and
Applied Arts Index, AMICO image database and
Social Sciences Full Text.
For more information, call (312) 344-7966.

Peace activist to speak
On April 9, Arn Chon Pond, a CambodianAmerican peace activist, will speak in the Hokin
Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Pond survived the
notorious Killing Fields of Cambodia, winning the
Spirit of Anne Frank Award and the Amnesty
International Award. He is currently a mediator
between· Asian gangs in Massachusetts.
Sponsored by Columbia's Center for Asian Arts
and Media, Columbia's Human Rights
Conference Project, the Cambodian Association
of Illinois and the Foundation for Asian American
Independent Media. The event is at 11 :30 a.m.
For more information, call (312) 344-7870.

College poetry fest planned
As part of Poetry Month, the English
Department presents the Fourth Annual Citywide
Undergraduate Poetry Festival on April 10 1n the
Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1104 S.
Michigan Ave.
Aside from Columbia poets, the 5:30p.m. event
features noteworthy talent from area schools
including Roosevelt, Chicago State, DePaul,
Loyola, National Louis and Northwestern universities plus the University of Chicago, the University
of Illinois at Chicago and the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago.
For more information, call (312) 344-8138.

Russo tribute in works
College officials are planning a memorial for the
late William Russo, founder and former head of
Columbia's Music Department, who died Jan. 11.
In his 74 years. Russo's body of work included
several jazz performances with Dizzy Gillespie,
Duke Ellington and Billie Holiday, to name a few.
The memorial is scheduled for April 16 at 1:30
p.m. in the Getz Theater. For more information,
call (312) 344-7383.

How to make $1K a minute
On April 8, the Career Center for Arts and Media
presents a lecture by Jack Chapman, author of
"Negotiating Salary: How to make $1,000 a
minute."
The free lecture, at 11 :30 a.m., is in Room 404,
at 33 E. Congress Parkway.
For more information, call (312) 344-8188.

If you have an
upcoming event or
announcement, call the
Chronicle's News Desk at (312) 344·7255.
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Campus News, pgs. 1·6
The Editor's Desk, pg. 3
National Campus News, pgs. 12·13

Fashion art work by Lisa Maruna Is part of the 'Mullebral' exhibit In the Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Sponsored
by C-Spaces, the event examines the cultural construction of femininity. For more lnfonnatlon, call (312) 344-7696.

Columbia's Summer Institute offers
a 'taste of college environment'
0
High schoolers get
summer preview of
Columbia
By Ana Hrlstova
Staff Writer
Summer might typically be a
time to relax for some, but for the
students attending Columbia's
High School Summer Institute,
it's a time to evaluate options and
choose a direction for their future
education.
" One of the biggest benefits of
the program is getting an idea
what college is like," said
Stephanie Strait, assistant director
of admissions for and the coordinator of the High School Summer
Institute. "Students can get a taste
of college environment and also
pursue an art form they arc
already interested in or try something new."
Designed to establish Columbia
as a school of choice for students
interested in arts, the High School
Summer Institute is a five-week
program that gi vcs sophomores,
JUniors and seniors the opportunity to take college-level courses for
credit. The introductory courses,
taught by Columbia faculty, offer
a glimpse into the college's visual ,
performing and communication
art programs.
The Program was launched by
Bonnie Lennon in 1984 and has
been growing ever since. New
courses huvc been udded to the
curricu lum over the years to
uccommodatc the incrensing
enrolhncnt nnd to compete with
similar progrums ot other schools.
Under Lennon, who run the Insti tute for 15 yeurs, the pro11rum's
cnroil111cnt hit u high ol' 604 stu·
dents in 1999. 1\1\cr she let\, thll

numbers went down-567 in 2000
and 492 in 2001-due to the lack
of a permanent director. Since
Strait took over the position two
and a half years ago, enrollment
has increased with 576 students
registering for classes in 2002.
Strait said she hopes to top that
number with this year's schedule,
which offers eight new courses.
A report for 2002 received by
the school administration shows
that 226 students who went
through the High School Summer
Institute either in 200 I or 2002
currently attend Columbia.
From the 576 people who took
classes at the institute last year, 80
percent were from Chicago and
the metropolitan area and 20 were
from the other parts of the country.
Sabrina Raaf, who started teaching digital photography at the
institute in 2002, said that her
experience was "very, very positive." She said she was surprised
how talented high school students
were, having no trouble keeping
up with the material.
"The students were energetic
and very bright," she said. As for
the classes, Raaf finds them more
intensive than regular college
classes in terms of the amount of
material that needs to be covered
in a short period of time.
"My class was smaller than
what I typically teach to and so I
was able to be somewhat more
informal in my approach, " she
snid. "However, I did not lessen
the complexity of the material I
covered from that of the ncndcmic
school year."
J. Kimo Willinms, whose
of
Record
Fundnmcntuls
Production clnss Is the most populnr course nccordln11 to the school
ndminlstrutlon, suld his mn ln l!t>nl
Is to help students nHtkc qunlily

Commentary, pgs. 18·19
Photo Poll, pg. 19
Arts and Entertainment, pgs. 23·30
Horoscopes, pg. 27

decisions about what they are
going to do with their lives.
"The students are in a candy
store, "said Williams referring to
the courses offered by the institute.
" They are eager. They are excited. They watch MTV and they
read about how easy it is to produce or to make your musical
dreams happen. I, as a teacher,
especially at the High School
Institute, am able to get them even
more excited but also help them
understand that it is extremely
hard work."
A way to get students even
more excited, according to
Williams, is to give them the
opportunity to apply their
acquired knowledge.
"These young kids are a lot
smarter than we think," said.
Williams, who has an 18-ycar-old
daughter at home.
Williams said h~wants to teach
more classes this year in order to
have a stronger impact on students
when the time comes for them to
make the big decision regarding
their future careers.
"That child is going to go back
to mom and not just say 'I had a
good time,' but they are going to
say 'I learned so much. I am so
excited.' In that way, that parent is
going to support decisions that
they normally wouldn't because
they don't have enough information," Williams said.
Registration deadline for this
ycnr 's High School Summer
Institute is Mny I S. Clnsses be&in
June 7. Closs fees are $150 pel'
credit hour, with cneh class ranainll from two Ill throe credits.
The Residcm:c Life Otl1cc is
oll'cring on-cnmpus housina for
$1 ,400 for tho li c·" cck proaram.
For morc lntimnntiM coli (312)344· 71.11.

Crossword puzzle, pg. 30
In the Loop, pg. 39
Off the BloHer, pg. 37
City Beat, pgs. 37·40
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Newspaper foreign to students
working on the new issue, which will come out late
April or early May.
"Students fe lt that The Foreigner would give the
rest of the Columbia College community an idea
that
there is a whole different group of individuals
By Ana Hrlstova
another different dynamic to our overall diverse
Staff Writer
popuration," said Gigi Posejpal, assistant dean of
International Student Affairs. "They wanted to have
more
presence and identity on campus."
In an effort to give international students a better
Funded by the Office of International Student
vehicle to express their diversity and integrate
smoothly into the school community, the Office of Affairs, The Fore igner has a circulation of 1000International Student Affairs renamed its old publi- 200 copies more than The Columbi a Spotlightcation-The Columbia Spotlight, launched in and is currently published twice a semester. The
1998- The Foreigner. The new name and tagline, eight-page publication gives international students
" Documenting the F-1 Experience at Columbia the opportunity to express themselves, share ~he
College," are designed to capture the essence of the pa&,es with American students and get informatoon
publication and evoke curiosity about international about issues concerning immigration.
"Initially, the newspaper was focusing on interstudents, according to officials.
The Office of International Student Affairs intro- national students only, which was isolating," said
duced The Foreigner at its spring reception for Ogeto. "What international students really wanted
international students, March 13. The semester was to reach out to their American counterparts:
newspaper will be distributed at events and mailed ' Look, we have something in common. We are docto international students and college faculty and umenting the F-1 experience but we want you to be
staff.
a part of this experience." '
Ogeto said he sees The Foreigner as a ~r.eat
According to school administration, 244 students
with F-1 visas, which grant foreign students the opportunity for students to enhance thetr wntmg
right to study in the United States, are currently skills, build a portfolio and even raise money for
attending Columbia. Ogeto thinks that the interna- scholarships. The newspaper has already proven
tional community is much larger-including stu- that articles published on its pages can open many
dents with Green Cards and those on different types doors for its writers. Chistina Radveski from
of visas. Argentina, a former editor-in-chief, used clips from
Symon Ogeto, adviser for· international students The Columbia Spotlight to get a job at Sanchez and
at Columbia-which oversees the production of the Associates Inc., a Chicago-based financial firm.
The current editor-in-chief, Shikha Sharma, who
publication-said he hopes The Foreigner would
increase in circulation and become monthly begin- came up with the idea for the publication's new
the fall 2003 semester. The staff is
name, is not an amateur in the field. A graduate student pursuing a degree in teaching interdisciplinary
arts, Sharma has worked as a senior editor at
Encyclopedia Britannica and as a sub-editor/correspondent at Design Digest, both based in her native
country, India.
Sharma said she thinks that many international
students have difficulties expressing themselves in
English and said that part of her role is to inspire
confidence that each voice is worth hearing.
"The Foreigner's catch phrase goes beyond the
trivial and is reflective of a larger picture," Sharma
said.
"Columbia College is an important arts and communications institution and a channel like this is
needed."
Andres Palencia, a film major with a sound concentration sent his -publi shed work to his parents in
native Colombia. He said, "It was a new experience. I wanted to do something in a second language. It is just poetry. I have done it before and l
am going to keep on doing it. It was good to get
published in this country."
Ken Kagawa, a fiction writing major from Japan,
thinks that the newspaper is a nice opportunity for
international students to have a voice in the community.
"! see a lot of advocate groups like GLBT Pride,
b lack support groups like Big Mouth," Kagawa
said. " ! think that it is nice that all these Asian,
French kids and everybody gets to have a voice to
say what goes on. l think that it is a nice chance."
"We are building it slowly but surely," Ogeto
The current edition of The Foreigner is a production
sa id. " It is going to be something very powerful."
of the Office of International Student Affairs.

0
International students
introduce paper's new format, name

Panel takes on culture, American-style
0
Story Week continues with a
lecture among six authors
By British Battle
Staff Writer
Politics and the oppression of free speech took
center stage at the March 26, " In Search of o ur
American story" ro undtable discussion. Held in the
Harold Washington Library as part of Columbia's
annual Story Week Festival of Writers, the discussion featured six panelists, who shared their views
on everything from the need for multicultura lism in
modern America, to life as an immigrant.
The six panelists included Elizabeth Berg (Open
House) ; Junot Diaz (Drown); Chitra Banerjee
Divakaruni (The Vine of Desire); Stephen Harrigan
(The Gates of the Alamo) Irvine Welsh
(Trainspolling) and Do n De Grazia (American
Skin). The authors gave a bit of insight into what
inspires their search for their own American stories.
Although the event was scheduled to be a panel
discussion; some attendees said they thought the
panelists shared too much of their personal views.
Erika Martinez, a writer, said that she enjoyed listening to the diverse perceptions from the writers,
but that their views were too individual.
" It's very surprising to see something so linear
come from such creative people. But, I was also
happy to hear a Jot about all the different discussions, political views and everybody's openness
about how they feel because a lot of times l think

peop le are afraid to say how they really feel,"
Martinez said.
De Grazia named books such as Huckleberry
Finn, The Catcher in the Rye and To Kill a
Mockingbird as novels with a strong and distinctly
American voice.
"! was trying to think: What are the qualities that
are similar about these books? And very often it
seems like there is a journey, some sort of situation
whete characters [are] able to encounter people
from all different walks of life and social classes,"
De Grazia said.
Diaz talked about his experience growing up as an
immigrant in the United States. He said that we
would have a different impression of what the
American story is about if we asked a 12-year-old
immigrant about life in America. Although Diaz
credited the United States for its diversity, he said,
"All the immigrants that l grew up with including
myself were victim ized by something called
America."
While many of the topics addressed were somewhat controversial, Jessica Volpe, a freelance writer,
said that the panel discussion exposed her to another side of the American story.
"! come from a white and uptight background. So
my American story is the Great Gasby, Hemingway,
and loving Fitzgerald and all his fantasy worlds,"
Volpe said. " Once Junot started speaking, l really
started to realize that there is [this] whole other perspective. l was exposed to something a little bit different tonight, which is a positive thing."

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
When it comes to defending the weak and promoting
freedom, George W. Bush seems to have real tunnel
vision. While he hasn 't been able to get his mind off of
Saddam Hussein's evil doings, the ev il doings of nonIraq is have managed to go entirely unnoticed.
There sits, as l write, a woman in Nigeria sentenced
to death. Under Sharia law, Am ina Lawai has committed a capital offense-she had a baby with someone to
which she wasn' t married.
Now the man with whom she committed this "crime"
isn't facing death by stoning (as she is), nor is he even
in jail. In fact, no one really cares where he is. It's her
they are worried about.
On March 26, the court that sentenced her to death
"delayed" her appeal because they said one of the
judges is sick. The government of Nigeria has ordered
the court to release her, but so far it appears the grim
sentence wi ll be carried out anyway. So while we use
the full power of the most up-to-date weaponry on the
planet in order to forcibly remove one man from power
for his crimes, we won' t lift a finger to save one helpless woman in Africa.
Also as l write, another dictator (one who has admitted to owning weapons of mass destruction) holds the
starving people of his country in an iron fist. Kim Jongll has done everything but bomb us in his strange
attempt to garner international attention. He's pretty
much jumping up and down waving his nuclear missiles
in hand. But never mind him, we've got Saddam
Hussein to kill.
At this moment yet another dictator, one who also
took power in a military coup (like Saddam), has
nuclear weapons that aren't exactly what you'd call
usecure."
Gen. Pervez Musharraf, who has only recently made
it onto our buddy list, presents an interesting quandary.
He 's technically on our side, but there are probably
more terrorists- including Osama bin Laden- hiding
out in Pakistan than anywhere else in the world. And
one of them gett ing their hands on an unsecured nuclear
weapon is much more likely than the "Saddam-givinghis-only-bargaining-chip-to-some-terrorist-that-hateshim" scenario the Bush administration has been selling.
Meanwhile, in northern Iraq, Turkish troops are moving in to subjugate the Kurds we care so much about.
Remember them , the ones Saddam gassed? The Kurds,
an ethnic minority in many countries-includ ing Iraq
and Turkey-have been amassing a pretty organized
movement in the Middle East. Turkey is scared to death
that the war might cause the groups to break off and
form Kurdistan, perhaps creating vocal and difficult
problems from the Kurds in Turkey.
Those are just a few of the problems outs ide our
country, the ones inside it are even worse. Attorney
General John Ashcroft---{)r, as I like to call him, the
Grand Inquisitor- is trying to increase the scope of the
USA Patriot Act with Patriot, part two.
In the new and updated version, the government will
have the power to spy on anyone it would like and
won't have to get a warrant to do it.
Anyone determined to belong to or affiliated with a
group the government decides is a terrorist organization
can then be deponed to any country the United States
chooses, even if the citizen has no ties to that country.
If the country to which the government would like to
deport that person doesn't want him, then the United
States can hold him indefi nitely without a trial or an
attorney. Sounds a little repressive, doesn't it? Maybe
we sho uld be liberating ourselves.
The Air Force Academy is in a bit of hot water right
now for a llegedly discouraging rape victims from
reporting the crimes and mocking the ones who do. At
least four people have already lost their jobs and more
firings are expected.
The Supreme Court is busy deciding whether or not
gay men and women should be allowed to legally have
sex, and there is at least one judge (Anton in Scalia)
who would like it to remain illegal in Texas (one of the
four states where the sodomy law specifically targets
homosexual sex). There are another nine states where
any kind of sodomy is illegal, so l guess you shou ld
look up your summer vacation site on the internet
before you break any laws.
There sure is a lot getting ignored while Bush chases
his daddy's demons on the other side of the world. l
know, we can't do everythi ng at once, but just consider
for a moment which is more dangerous: Saddam
Hussein or our Chicago public schools. At this point,
it's pretty hard to tell .
The situation seems bleak, but look on the bright
side: At least we'll have plenty to do after Persian Gulf
ll ends.
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to_l<e 1 FILM FESTIVAL
A JURIED FESTIVAL FEATURING THE BEST OF PRODUCTION I AND PRODUCTION II
STUDENT ALMS

WEDNESDAY APRIL 9. 2003
1104 SOUTH WABASH, ROOM 302

lt/9/3

RECEPTION 5:30 PM
FOOD AND BEVERAGES WILL BE SERVED
FESTIVAL SCREENING 6:00 PM
AWARDS WILL BE PRESENTED
FREE ADMISSION

Columbia

C OLLE GE

C HICAGO

Columbia College C hic ago

,,

Scholarship Fund

Applications are now available for this
unique scholarsh ip program.

Scholarship winners receive:

•Grants
up to $3,000 to help complete projects in
a ll fi elds of the arts and corrrmunications

• Opportunities
to work with leading professionals in
Chicago's commun ications industry

• Spring Sho~vcase
in the r lokin Cullery
L t'<l l'll

1111 •n ·

ui 1d pit·k 11p un uppli, ·ntiun by visit in~:
Sludt'lll i\t'livi li•·,; & l ,,•ndt•r,;hip
11:2:1 :{ Wnl •u,;h - Suit<' :11:1
:I I :2-:IH-74fi 1 )
1 1~:1

I Iuk in Cnllt•rit•«
S, Wnhn,;h - l,;t 1-'lnur

C lu,;,; Ctn·t-uin C ~tii• '"Y
I HH S, Wuhu,;h • l 11t Flnllt'

Application Deadline: April 7 2003
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THE
SPRING
REVIEW

IN APRIL, THE CAREER CENTER FOR ARTS & MEDIA WILL BE HOSTING VISITS FROM A WIDE ARRAY OF POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS IN THE
ARTS AND MEDIA INDUSTRIES. WE CALL THIS THE SPRING REVIEW.
TO FIND OUT IF YOU'RE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE CONTACT YOUR
CAREER ADVISOR. SPACE IS LIMITED AND ONLY YOUR CAREER ADVI·
SOR CAN REGISTER YOU.

THE CAREER CENTER FOR ARTS & ME~IA
623 S. WABASH, SUITE 300
PH.312.344. 7280

FX.312.344.8020

WWW.COLUM.EDU/ CAREERSjTHESPRINGREVIEW

··· ~

..

*'II"II'Bm-1ti
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'Hair Trigger' wins top awards in NYC
·
0
Fiction Writing
Department's 24th issue
beats out 200 other colleges

By British Battle
Staff Writer
At his State of the College address on
March 20, Columbia's President
Warrick L. Carter said that the Fiction
Writing Department "beat[s] every year
Harvard and Yale." And while Carter
didn't mention Hair Trigger by name, it
seems the Fiction Writing Department's
annual magazine has done it again. •
On March 21, at the Colum bia
Scholastic Press Association's 2003
College Gold Circle Awards at
Columbia Uni versity in New York City,
Hair Trigger 24 scored exceptionally
high in the national competition.
Debo rah Roberts, assistant to the
chai r of the Fiction Writing Department,
attended the Silver Crown awards ceremony Saturday, March 22, which was

held in New York City at The Roosevelt
Hotel. Roberts said that out of 1,000
points, Hai r Trigger 24 scored 984
points and brought home the crown.
"The three aspects of the thousand
points are content, organization · and
design. In all three of these categories
we scored very high," Roberts said.
Roberts said the magazine is wellknown throughout the national competitions by instructors and students from
other colleges throughout the country.
"As soon as the Silver Crown heard
the name Hair Trigger, there was this
big round of applause," Roberts said.
She proofreads some of the students'
work and counsels them in areas where
their work may need to be strengthened.
" I've enjoyed how talented and ereative our students are and how open to
growth they are," Roberts said.
For Jhe past six years, Hair Trigger
has been judged for its quality of writing and has not failed to win a major
award, according to Randall Albers,
chairperson of the Fiction Writing
Department,. Albers said that at least 200

colleges from across the country entered
the magazine competition. There were
four finalists and Hair Trigger was
named the best. Albers said he attributes
the success of the magazine to the quality of the student writing and to the
work of Hair Trigger editors.
Albers said "We have great writers
here and we have the hardest working
faculty in show business. We ~ave a
very intensive editing process wtth the
students working with a faculty adviser,
Chris Maul-Rice, that's really designed
to sift out the best of the best.
"What gets into Hair Trigger is probably about one half of one percent of
what actually gets written in this program in a typical year, so that process is
very through," Al~er~ ~xplai~ed.
.
Since its publtcatton, pnor to thts
year, the magazine has won 19 major
awards.
Albers said that the department is currently in the process of editing the 25th
issue of Hair Trigger. They will be celebrating the magazine's 24th publication
with a party in May.

Alex Kedler/Chronlc:le

Deborah Roberts, of the Fiction Writing
Department, displays an edition of the
award-winning Hair Trigger 24.

Work-study programs receive $200K Rating
0
Funds may open
75 spots for students
By Angela Caputo
Contributing Editor

up I00 percent this year. "We final- Office. Currently, 60 percent of
ly broke $1 million," Olino said aid comes from loans, and 40
about the budget that has grown percent from aid that does not
since he started in the office 16 years require repayment.
"The ratio has not been good.
ago.
Supplemental
opportunity It has fai led to meet the needs of
grants include various grants and students," Olino said.
Salfen said she has financed
scholarships that are available to
students based on income eligi- about half of her college education
through loans. Between her
bility.
Eligible students who file their time at Columbia, which she
Free Application for Federal transferred to this year, and a
Student Aid forms early have a balance from her last college in
better chance of being awarded St. Louis, Mo., Salfen said she
the work-study and other non- will owe more than $50,000.
loan aid.
Bridgeforth said he will also
"If you procrastinate you may graduate next fall buried deep in
more
than
get iced out," Olino said. "N-O- loans- owing
W is the time [to apply)," he $4 7,000. He said he is nervous
said.
about graduating while in the red
Although the college has made financially. "I'm wondering
gains in grant, scholarship and what 's going to happen, like am
work-st udy awards from the I going to land a [decent paying]
Federal government, students job?" he said.
Olino said he worries that the
are still left with mounting debt.
Students are increasingly tak- burden of increasing debt has the
ing out loans to finance their potential to "create a whole new
education, according to the' generation of indentured serStudent Financial Services vants."

Columbia students may have
more money in their pockets next
year after the federal government
awarded the college an additional $200,000 to boost two financial aid programs.
The Federal Work-Study
Program budget jumped to
$887,506; up $100,000 from the
2002-03 academic year, according to the Student Financial
Services Office.
The program may potentially
open up employment to an additional 75 students, said Maxine
Evans
of
the
Student
Employment Office. This year,
the budget afforded the school an
opportunity to employ 217 students, so far.
Work study is initially granted
on a first come first serve basis.
" It is up to students to go out and
get the jobs," said John Olino,
director of Columbia's Student .-.:..:=====~-----------------Financial Services Office.
Continued from Front Page
Selena Sal fen. 22, a photogra- college's endowment losing nearly
-College wide maintenance
phy major, has a work-study job S15 million in the past two years.
such as fixing the continuing eleva"[The endowment} can't support tor problems in the school's variin the photo lab on the lOth noor
at 600 S. Michigan Ave.
the college anymore and has cut ous buildings.
" I was lucky to get this job," into our borrowing capacity," he
- And attracting new and elite
she said. " I came in here early, said.
"members of the community" to
before the semester started, and I
Carter said he shared students' serve as faculty.
got it. A lot of other people [who anxieties about Columbia becomAfter an approximate price tag
came later] were turned away."
ing too expensive.
was assessed for each of the items
If students do not c laim a
"There is a great amount [of] on the Jist, as well as leaving room
work-study award in a timely concern among myself and Board for unknown factors, such as the
fashion they will lose it and of Trustees members," he said. weak economy and health care
another student has the opportu- "We try to hold down increases as expenditures, the finance commitnity to take it, according to much as we can while meeting the tee brought the tuition increase proEvans.
needs of the growing institu- posal to the Board of Trustees for
"Competition for work-study tion ... it's a delicate balance."
approval.
jobs is increasing," Evans said.
Carter noted that tuition would
Carter said the college has made
" In the past we were begging most likely continue to increase recent initiatives to help defer some
people [to work} ... Now th at over the next few years, however in of the financial burden on students.
there is a decent wage students smaller percentages.
New scholarships hnvc been creare more interested," she said.
The newly announced increase is ated by the Alumni i\ssoci11tion
Last year, undergraduate stu - slightly lower than this past year's chapters of both C'hicugo and Los
dent wages were bumped up to tuition jump, which suw a 9.5 per- Angeles, in addition to the college
\7 per hour and graduate student cent increase, or, un ltddl tional stepping up cni>rt~ to cstubllsh u
wages to $1 0, fur on-ca mpus $1,200.
new scholftrshlp to support
jo~.
The coming year's hike was Chicago l'ublic School students
Mikele Bridgeforth, 30, a sen- decided after college onicluls cvlll- who wish to uttcml C'olumhln.
•or in the Theater Department uatcd a list of 36 "strategic lnltlu- Curter uck nowlcdl!cd these 1\llurc
who work' in the Freshman tives" th11t Columbia must llccom· scholarships would bcnelit only 11
Center throulth the work-study pllsh within the next flvc ye11rs, limited number of students, but
program. \ aid that he sees stu- Curter "tid.
nonetheless, still help deli·uy costs.
'Jhcse Include continued curnpus
den t\ becoming increasingly
Tho school Is nlsn uctlvcly seck·
competi tive over work -study cxplln\lon
lng to rulsc 1\mds lor the yct-to·bc
j~>~. " I see more st udents who
'I he college rcccr11ly bid on an built student center, oddltionnl
arc: eligible taking the jubll," he undisclt~d Snuth Loop bulldlnft! scholurshlps, ond continued nco•
\aid.
to further develop und move " pur- dcmlc pru11rcss, sudt M llcputt•
Columbia'' flc:dcral ~upplemcntal tion of the Art and IJesll!n mcntul cxpunslon nnd new fbculty
I.ducition OpfXKitlfllly (Irani Is al'KJ IJep~~rtment.
recruitment.

liu ··t.·on

Continued from Front Page
instructor's attitude toward the
students; if he or she were nice
and approachable, and if they
were willing to stay after class
for extra help. The easiness
category is not included in the
calculated overall rating since
it would be unclear as to
whether the actual course
material was easy, or if the
teacher was easy.
Instructors are given either a
yellow smiley face for a
"good" rating; a green smiley
face for an "average" rating; a
blue sad face for a "poor''
quality rating and, yes, a chili
pepper for the instructor's sex
appeal. "I get lots of feedback
from professors, about a third
of it being negative,"
Swapceinski said.
Columbia has 13 instructors
that are currently posted on the
site, compared to schools like
Grand Valley State University
with 24, I 89 ratings-the highest number of all schools on
the sit~r the Milwaukee
School of Engineering. with
1,448 ratings.
Journalism faculty member
and an online media specialist
Barbara Iverson, one of the
teachers listed on the website,
said, "I actually found out
about RateMyProfessor.com
about two years ago. There
was little participation from
my students, so I shamelessly
put my own name in there and
asked the students to put in
their rates for me. I look at it as
something playful, not something to be taken seriously."
But, other teachers have different opinions about the site.
"I get threatened with legal
action on a weekly basis.
Professors often want me to
remove their names: some of
them just don't quite get the
meaning of the
First
Amendment," Swopeeinski
said.
RotcMyPro fessors.com
lsn 't the only wchsltc thot
oncrs students this type of
service. Rotlngsonllnc.com,
ProJ'cssorpcrformnnco.eom
und Studcntrcvh.lws.com oiso
oll'cr nttln11 systems lbl' stu·
dents to be nblc tu cvoluote
their tcuchcrs.
llopc Otmlcls. 11 Radio
!Alpunmcnt Instructor tlnd llll\l
of the tcliCiwrs who 1'\!\.'\llvcd n
positive mtln110n th ~he. Sllld
thut the Otlllnc mth\¥ll tll'c •
gllllJ ld~tl, only If' th nathl¥l!
gnd whot tll\l s mhollm tiN

explained well.
"I think it's spiffy for the
kids to be able to do something
like this. I hope that the good
quality rating that I received
means that I respect my students, and that I want them to
learn all that they can possibly
learn about the topic that
they' re coming to me forthat the class is worthwhile
and a benefit to their careers
and their lives," she said. "I
always believe the inforrnation
I'm sharing is not just for
today, but for a lifetime."
Mandy Farkas, a freshman
majoring in Radio, said that
she would check out a site like
RateMyProfessors.com to see
what other students have posted. "I've never heard of [the
website), but yeah, I think it'd
actually be good. I know of
some teachers that aren't so
good, so it'd be something for
them to see how they're
doing." she said.
Freshman film production
major Christopher Guest, 18,
thinks that the website is a
good idea, but is indifferent
when it comes to choosing a
teacher. "Basically, I' ll take
whatever class I need to get
out [of school) as quick as possible." he said.
Columbia's current evaluation system is done by
Scantron, distributed to students toward the end of the
semester to evaluate the
teacher and the coursc:.
According to Daniels. the
Scantrons go back to the
departments. where each
dcflll(tment's chair reviews the
inforrnation. Then the filculty-both full and part timem~-et and discuss the student
feedback.
Full-time fuculty also sit-in
on the part-time tla<:ulty classes
and new full-time faculty
clll..'>SCS to ensure that thc.y'te
mnintoinin11 on ncadcmic disciplinc in their classe ; lookina
nt how the instructors intmtct
with their students. the way
they pn:scnt information. and
the qunlity of lnlbm\t~tion
11lvcn.

"We lllkel Sll~n ' Stull' IU
h~11n. ~ ~~11.)1 00." Dlnlcl:!
snld. "Stud~nt r\Ccd to know
thut the cw\ tkt this ~

11\0IIllly.
"It cust, too n\och n\0041!,)1 to
hllw II t\wul ~ .tio's
not Mlvlt~~& ou wlllt Y\1'1

tl«d.
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A Message from the President
Dear Columbia Students:
At Columbia College Chicago, we work very had to keep our tuition affordable. Our
buildings are serviceable, but not palatial. We don't support high-cost athletic programs or
expensive sports stadiums. We spend our money to serve students by providing excellent preparation in careers in visual, performing and med ia arts. We attract highly qualified faculty with
real-world experience and provide state-of-the-art equipment and resources for our students.
We rely almost completely upon tuition income to prov ide these faculty and technology
resources. In order to preserve our commitment to these initiatives and priorities, the college's
Board of Trustees, at its most recent meeting, approved a full-time annual tuition rate of
$14,880 fo r the 2003-2004 academic year.
T here are a number of reasons why tuition at Columbia - and tuition at all colleges and
universities - is rising. There is less money available from college endowments to support educational programs because of the stock market's lackluster performance for the past three years.
State and federal funding for higher education is being reduced because of huge government
deficits.
Meanwhile, the cost of educating students and providing needed programs and services
continues to rise. The cost of replacing or adding instructional equipment has risen. The cost of
ensuring the safety and security of people and buildings on our campus has increased. We are
adding new Web-based technology for registration, advising, billing and admissions to improve
student services. All these improvements are expensive.
To try to offset tuition increases, we continue to pursue ways to enhance scholarship opportunities for students. Our alumni in
Chicago and Los Angeles have responded enthusiastically and are establishing new student scholarship programs. Although our tuition
increase is higher than any of us would like, our increase for next year reflects our ongoing efforts to restrain tuition increases by finding
ways to cut expenses without sacrific ing our commitment to quality.
The bottom line is this: Vfe are increasing tuition. We don't want to. We are seeking additional sources of scholarship funds to support
our students. We are also trimming fat from an a lready lean budget.
But make no mistake: You can be assured that we will maintain the quality of Columbia's programs so that this college continues to
be a place you're proud to attend, a place where you'll receive first-class preparation for jobs in the real world.
Sincerely,

-~
Warrick L. Carter

Graduate To
The Next Level.

Affordable hlghrlse luxury! Steps from Cohmblal
• Homey, spacious apartments with luxury features • Floor-to-<:eiling windows • Steps from the Loop, Grant Park, the Lake, Soldier Field,
Buckingham Fountain, museums, restaurants and theAuditorium Theatre • Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room • Party room • 24-hour doorstaff
• Laundry fadlities • Indoor parking • Incredible views • 2 East Eighth St • Open Mon.-Fri., 10-6; Sat, 11-5; Sun.12-5. Phone (312) 939-7000.

ConYertibles from $845/mo, One bedrooms from $1040/mo,
Two bedrooms from $1340/mo, 1 month free rent fur May moYe-ins.
Prices and availability subjed to change.
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Columbia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival

P

>

what is

mayfest

MayFest is a month-long celebration of student work, a festival
of student talent, and an opportunity for graduating seniors
and graduate thesis students to exhibit"and perform their work.
Visual, performing and media arts exhibitions and events will
take place all over campus during the month of May. MayFest
culminates in a day-long festival, Manifest 03.

Manifest is an urban arts festival happening at Columbia
College on May 22. Enjoy live music from student, local,
and international bands on three sound stages, a campus
wide gallery artwalk and site-specific performance works
including dance concerts, spoken word, theater pieces
and musical recitals.
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Mark your calendars and join the celebration.

www.mayfestmanlfest.colum.edu

oo o.~ o A

May 22
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HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER INSTITUTE
JULY 7 -AUGUST 8 2003
A UNIQUE COL LEGE EXPERIENCE FOR HIGH SCHOOL SOPHOMORES , JUNIORS , AND SENIORS
+Over 50 classes in the visual , performing, and communication arts

+ Earn college credit

+ Learn from working professionals

+ Limited scholarships and housing available

+ Sample college life

+Call (312) 344-7130 for information

Columbia

c o L LE GE

CHICAGO

THE NATION'S PREMIER VISUAL , PERFORMING , MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION ARTS COLLEGE
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Applications can be picked up in the Student Leadership Office (11 04
S. Wabash) or the student organizational "hub" (Lower Level),
Student Activities and Leadership Office (623 S. Wabash, 3rd Floor),
or from your departmental senator. All applications must be turned in
no later than April 15 @ 5:00 pm.
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The world's first 1T' notebook computer miraculously engineered in to a s.tunning 1'' thin p<!ckage.

The new 17" PowerBook • Starting at $3,149.00

" ThE' 12" iBook, our most
inexpensive notebook ever.

The 14'' iBook, the impact· resistant
notebook t hat makes an impact.

The new 12" PowerBook ..... the world 's
smallest, lightest full· featured notebook

The ground breaking 15'' PowerBook G4, now
availab!r:! with the DVD·burning SuperDrive.

Starting at $949.00

Starting at $1,449.00

Starting at S1,699.00

Starting at $2,199.00

- -- - On-the-go necessities.- - - iPod, the award·winning MP3 player from Apple, holds
up to 4,000 and features a 10 hour battery life.
AirPort Extreme is the next level in wireless networking.
Fe~tu ring IEEE 802.11 g t•ochnology, AirPort Extr•ome is
raster and more inexpensive than ever b efore.

AirPort Extreme Base Station • Starting at $187.00
AirPort Extreme Card • $93.00

Starting at $269.00

- -For your desk.- - - - -- - -- - - -

eMac

iMac

Powe r Ma c

Cine ma Display

Cinema HD Display

Studio Display

Starting at $929.00

Starting at $1,249.00

Starting a t $1,449.00

20 ln<ht.'s • $1,249

231n<hes • $1,899

17 inches • $649

The Apple Store@ Columbia College
Get your student discount at:

623 5. Wabash, Suite 205
Phone: 312.344.8MAC
http://www.colum.edu/applestore/
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Graduate·s to face
Only embedded journalist for
greater uncertainty college newspaper hits Kuwait
in a bleak job market his wallet
Student reporter reaches into
to fund trip to cover the

News, his hometown newspaper; RedEye; and The
Orange County Register. Each of those papers will
pay him a piece rate for his work. At best, Larson
probably will earn enough to pay for his trip and
war with Iraq
.
equipment
Unless the final diplomatic forays succeed,
Larson is unlikely to be in Kuwait very long. He is
By Jeff Rowe
traveling with an Army unit pressing into Iraq soon
The Orange County Register
after U.S. bombers hit targets in and around
Baghdad.
(KRT) . SANTA ANA, Calif.-While his classLarson worries less about his safety than possible
mates at California State University, Fullerton, are technological problems with his laptop computer,
scoping out sunny locations for spring break, satellite telephone, video camera and 35mm still
Ronald Paul Larson arrived Monday in a very camera. Should the improbable happen, though, anQ
warm place.
all that equipment fai ls, Larson may be able to enterKuwait
tain the troops. In high school, he tap d3r1ced anumIt's nice this time of year in the desert kingdom- ber in his school's production of "No, No, Nanette."
well, except for the severe sandstorms, such as the
When he was told earlier this month that the
one that recently blew down 17 U.S. Army tents.
Department of Defense had accepted his applicaGrilling, 120-degree heat is just a few weeks tion to cover the Middle East buildup, Larson said
away. Nary a river nor a lake interrupts the coun- he was excited, but also nervous that he might be
·
·
try's flat carpet of sand.
getting in over his head.
So why did Larson spend S I ,403 for a round-trip
" I still feel that way," he said before leaving.
airline ticket to Kuwait City?
His parents and older sister, all back in Kenosha,
He wants to cover a war.
where he grew up, are "worried, nervous and excitKuwait is the staging area for much of the U.S. ed" about his trip, he said.
military buildup in the Persian Gulf. Tens of thouHis editor and the Titan fac ulty adviser are confisands of U.S . soldiers set up camp there, poised to dent
attack Iraq,
" It's a great opportunity for Ron and the Daily
Larson's decision to practice journalism hal fway Titan," said profes~or Tom Clanin, the paper's facaround the globe came as he neared the end of ulty adviser. " He's going to foc'us on pr9fi les and
course work for a master's degree in history.
personalities -he will put a human face on the war."
The studied pace of a college professor, his goal
And he has seen combat
··
when he enrolled at Cal State Fullerton, has been
After completing his Army service mostly guardreplaced by a new aspiration~orrespondent At ing weapons in Germany, Larson ''journeyed to
39, he's older than most of the other staff at the
Afghanistan and spent a month taking pictures of
Daily Titan, but he's perhaps the most driven.
Mujahedeen soldiers fighting the Soviet army. ·
Besides the airfare, he reached into his own walLarson wonders whether he will be deep in Iraq a
let for a satellite te lephone rental ($ 185 a month,
S 1.80 per minute), antenna, transmission data ' kit, month from now. He will be eating, sleeping and
traveling w ith the unit he is attached to, a radical
adapter and batteries ($308) flak vest ($ 130) and a departure from the access allowed journalists in preused· Kevlar helmet ($85). The helmet's former vious confl icts.
owner apparently was '"Prewitt;" the name that's
His role model is Ernie Pyle, the famed- World
printed on the inside.
War II correspondent who focused on the ordinary
llis pay will be a hearty thanks from the Daily soldier's life. He says he "questions the wisdom" of
Ti tan and perhaps two credits for "independent the U.S. attack on Iraq, "but as far as my job, I' m
study." After he has sent his dispatches to the Daily
apolitical.
'
Ti tan, the paper wi ll make them available to college
"My job will be to explain what life is like for these
newspapers around the nation.
soldiers," he said. " I just hope my equipment will
He also will be writi ng for the Kenosha (Wis.) not break, and I will do a good job."

0

December, one-third of the
respondents said they planned
additional cutbacks.
"A lot of kids are trying really hard and still coming up
short,"
said
Camille
Luckenbaugh, the association's
employment information manager.
"Last year people were hoping the first quarter of this year
By Diane Carroll
would be a turning point, but
Knight Ridder Newspapers
that is not happening .... We
keep hoping we' ll see a spark
KANSAS CITY-Spring somewhere, but we just haven't
break traditionally is a time for see n
it
yet."
college students to escape their Las t month, the association
burdens and lo ll ·on sunny released a repi>rt that showed
beaches.
salary offers to many new colAmanda Denning has friends lege graduates were lower than
at the University of Kansas they were a year ago.
who will carry out that custom
The average offer to computin Acapulco, Mexico, and she er science graduates sank 13 .I
could go with them. But with percent, from $51,429 in
the job market for college grad- January 2002 to $44,678 this
uates shaping up as the worst in January. Starting salaries
a decade, Denning instead slipped in many engineering
decided to visit companies in disciplines and increased about
Austin, Texas.
I percent for liberal arts graduShe is setting up "informa- ates.
tional interviews" in the public
At the University of
relations field, hoping they will Missouri-Columbia, the 400
lead to job interviews.
engineering students who will
'"I have friends who graduat- graduate this spring are feeling
ed with the very same major as the pinch, said Matthew
mine last year, and they still are Reiske, assistant director for
looking," said Denning, 22. the school's careers o ffice.
who will graduate in May. " It's
'"I think we got spoiled a
very scary. Very, very scary."
couple years ago because the
The booming job market of economy was so good that stu·
the late 1990s star1ed to give dents could push things off
way early in 200 I and soured until last minute and still
significantly last year. This receive ve ry good employ year it is even tighter. The ment," Reiske said. "Now the
bumpy economy and war with companies that are hiring are
Iraq have dissolved earlie r not filling as many positions,
hopes that things might tum so the market is pretty competaround this spring, said Philip itive."
Gardner, director of the
Although the overall hi ring
Collegiate
Employment picture looks glum, graduates
Research Institute at Michigan in education, health care and
State University.
the food industry are among
" Everything is on hold," those who should fare better
Gardner said. "I have employ- than most, area universities
ers who say they have inten- reported. Graduates in computtions to hire. They just don' t er science, technology and conknow when."
sulting have bleaker prospects.
At universities in Kansas and
"The most optimistic place
Missouri , career placement for college graduates right now
directors see the same uncer- is employment with the federal
tainty. Some companies are hir- government,"
said
Gail
ing, they said, but not in the Rooney, director of Career and
numbers of the past
Employment Services at the
Graduates are in relatively Univers ity of Kansas. The govthe same fix as their counter- ernment is not growing, she
parts were I 0 years ago with said, but 50 percent of the fed the recession of the early era l government 's employees
1990s, according to Gardner are eligible to retire between
and others. The differe nce, they 2005 and 20 I0, and some are
said , is that I 0 years ago every- retiring now.
one knew that the economy
University of Missouri·
would tum around after com- Co lumbia senior Jonathan
panies restructured.
Lloyd of Kansas City thinks his
This time, it is harder to pre- chances are improved because
dict when things will shake out, of potential retirements in his
~aid Doug las Buchanan, direcfie ld of parks, recreation and
tor of Student Affairs at the tourism. The 23-year-old, who
University o f Missouri-Kansas has one class to take this sumCity.
mer before 11raduating, said he
" Now it's like everybody is initially m1ght have to do
waiting
on
something," something he doesn' t like. But
Buchanan said. "Everything in the long run, Lloyd is optidepends on everything else."
mistic that he wi ll get a good
That inability to predict a job.
turnaround also weighs on
University of Kansas senior
Gardner. Because of it, he said, Bridget Morrisey of Ottawa,
" in a ll my 120] years of doing Kan ., said she had friends
this, I haven't been quite as majoring in art who wanted to
pessimistic."
work at museums, but who
In August, a survey by the were so unsettled by the
National
Association
of e mployment prospects that
Colleges
and Employers they weren't even looking.
, howed that employers expectMorrisey, 2 1, will gruduate
ed to hire 3.6 percent fewer in May with a degree in psygraduates this spring. When the
, urvey was updated
iu

0
Graduating
students facing
similar dilemma as
those who entered
the job market
during the early
1990s recession

. . . . . .See.G.raduates;"i)agel 3.

Illinois State U.-area group tries
to disprove false war information.
0
Organization formed to combat
Bush administration and current war
with Iraq
ByAnnie Spiro
The Daily Vidette (Illinois State U.)
(U-WIRE) NORMAL, 111.- The BloomingtonNormal Ci tizens for Peace and Justice organization
was started after the 911 1 attacks in order to try to
maintain a democratic approach to world events.
" We formed after 9111 and arc dealing with the
aftermath which includes the war in Iraq.
"There is no critical evidence that connects the
two," leader of the organization David Fcurzeig
sa id.
The Citizens for Peace and Justice is a nonpartisan organizat ion, Feurzeig added.
The organization was also established to tight
injustice in the Bush admin istration and the death
penalty, but most of its current energies nrc aimed
toward the war, Feurzeig said.
"The people's right to speak out against their
government is the de fi nition of democracy," he
said . "It is absolute ly un-American not to have
debate at all times."
One of the ways that the organization seeks to

he lp is by educat ing Americans on the facts of the
war, media spokesman Bob Broad said.
"The Bush-Cheney administration has the highest
number, of either party, of broken promises made to
the American people and to the world," Broad said.
" Forty percent of Americans believe that the AI
Qaeda members who hijacked the planes on 9/11
were Iraqi. This is absolutely not true, in fact non~
of them were," Feurzeig said.
"There is no connection between Afghanistan and
Iraq [in relation to America)," he added.
Since its inception, the organization has been very
active in organizing rall ies and marches.
T hey have also met me mbers of the Illinois state
legis lature, Feurzeig said.
" I think we have had tremendous success," Broad
sa id.
•·we have a high level of involvement in the community, and we will absolutely continue to fight
a n er this war ends."
T he Citi.t.ens for Peace and Justice hold meetings
on the first Sunday of every month at 4 p.m. at the
United Methodist Church, Feurzeig said.
"This country was founded when a bunch of people got tired ot people across the ocean telling them
what to do," Feurzcig said.
"We have to ask ourselves is this the kind of country we want to be," he added. "Are we going to fight
wars of choice or are we going to fight wars based on
fa llacious evidence?"

Visit us online
www.columbiachronicle.com
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SEV IS is designed to replace a tracking system
riddled with errors and fraud. The U.S. Bureau of
Citizenship and Immigration Services, forme rly
known as the
U.S.
Imm igrat ion and
Naturalization Service, had conceded that it had
By Robert Becker
all but stopped monitoring more than 70,000
schools and institutions empowered to admit forChicago Tribune
eign students.
Chris Bentley, a spokesman for the Bureau of
(KRT) CHICAGO-The computer system Immigration and Customs Enforcement, which
intended to track international students as part of oversees SEVIS, acknowledged that the computer
the nation's stepped-up security, routinely loses network " is not a perfect system."
sensitive informat ion about foreign students and
Bentley said the agency decided to roll out
facu lty, according to university officials through- SEVIS during the relatively quiet spring semester
out the countty.
so g litches could be identified. He said officia ls
Gaffes in the $36 mi llion Student and Exchange remai ned "fully confide nt" SEVIS wo uld be
Visi tor Information System-or SEVIS-have ready for fall semester, when the bulk of new
also left schools unable to print documents that internatio nal students need records processed.
internatio nal students and visiting scholars need
Un iversity offic ials said that in the month since
to obtain visas, de laying their entry into the coun- it has been compulsory to use SEVIS to track
try.
internatio nal students, sta ff members have spent
Rema rkably, uni versities trying to print docu- untold hours try ing to resolve data-entry probments for their visiting scho lars thro ugh the lems.
SEVIS program operated by the U.S. Department
" I think the system is j ust overwhelmed," said
of Ho me land Security have had those papers Ravi Shankar, director of the International Office
appear on pri nters at other campuses thousands of at Northwestern University. "We j ust hope they do
miles away.
something about it."
And in an incident creating concern in academ- .
The officials also fear it's only going to get
ic c ircles around the country, a student from worse in com ing months, when hundreds of thouThailand attending Southeastern University in sand of students seek entry to study in the United
Washington was arrested March' .12 by federal States and a sim ilar number of graduates seek to
agents after the SEVIS database incorrectly listed stay for postgraduate studies or train ing.
her as having d ropped out, university offic ials
Univers ity officials say much of their frustrasaid.
tion stems from the lack of flexib il ity in the
" We are very concerned about this kind of pre- SEVIS system.
cipitous actio n, especially during the time that the
In the case of the Southeastern University studatabase is getting the kinks worked out of it," dent, university offic ials said the matter could
said Charlene Drew Jarvis, Southeastern 's presi- have been avoided if SEVIS had allowed the unident.
versity to fi x the student's record.
Federal officia ls coul d not be reached for comSoutheastern's Jarvis said the school noticed in
1Jllent about the incident.
·
December that the student's record erroneously
·' Flaws' in the federal government's ability to showed she had dropped out. But Jarvis, who
track the approximate ly 500,000 foreign students declined to identify the student, said the schoo l's
who come to the United States each year to attend attempts to correct that record were blocked .
school s urfaced after two terrorists involved in the
Jarvis said that at 8 a.m. on March 12, federal
9111 attacks received approval for student visas agents appeared at the young woman's house and
six months later.
during their interview learned that she was workAs part of a congressio nally mandated system ing part time at a restaurant.
to track international students, SEVIS was rolled
Although education officials say that employout in January, with schools required to use the ment outside a university without permission is a
system exclusively by Feb. 15.
potential violation of a student's visa, they say it's
SEVIS, deve loped for the government by unlikely it would lead to an arrest.
Electronic Data Systems c;;,owp, for the first time
Jarvis said the student was led away in handwill link schools that admit foreign stttdents with cuffs. She has s ince been released.
federal agencies. It will provide an instantaneous
"You can't fight terrorism by terrorizing the
exchange of information.
stud~nts," Jarvis said.

0
SEVIS causes headaches for
students and administration

Graduates
Continued from Page 12
chology. She said she hopes to land a job in sales
and has had several interviews. If nothing pans
out, she said she plans to go to graduate school.
She is not the only one thinking along those
lines.
Applications for University of Missouri's law
school in Columbia are up, Assistant Dean Donna
Pavlick said.
Pavlick said that the school usually receives
700 applications for the 150 spots in its freshman
class. Last year, with the big drop in the job market, applications soared to 903. This year, Pavlick
said, she expects them to hit I ,000.
At Kansas State University, placement officers
are talking about how to help those they call the
"N IKE" graduates-"no-income kids with education," said Kerri Day Keller, interim director of
Kansas State's Career and Employment Services.
. Keller said she expects some graduates who fail
to find jobs will return home this summer and live
with their parents. With a "NIKE in the home,"
she said, those parents may start pushing their
children in their job searc hes. Kansas State plans
to offer online help, she said.
No one has had to push Denning, the University
of Kansas student who is skipping the trip to
Acapulco. She has had internships with Sprint
Corp. and the University of Kansas and is doing
another now with a communications company
near the Country Club Plaza.
·
Denning from Basehor in Leavenworth
County, said she would be delighted to get a job
offer in Kansas City, but she also thinks Austin

"A lot of kids are trying really hard and still
coming up short,"
-Employment·
information manager
Camille Luckenbaugh
would be a good place to live.
Denning has turned to members of the university of Kansas Alumni Association and others to
help her find company employees in Austin willing to meet for those "informational" interviews.
She said she wi ll share something about herself
and ask for information about the public relations
field.
She said she hopes the companies will also
remember her when a job opens up.
Denning gets a little envious when she thinks
about her friends lo ll ing on the beaches of
Acapulco.
"But they may be jealous of me when they
come back and I have a job and they don't," she
said. "At least that's what! am hoping."

.
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College gives grades
for drinking in class
0 Class bega n in
ea rly 1960s to
develop students'
appreciation of wine
By Michael Margolis
Cornell Daily Sun (Cornell U.)
(U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y.Every Wednesday this semester from 2:30 to 4:25 p.m.,
more than 800 Cornell
University students are gett ing
credit for imbibing a lcohol.
No, this isn't an early Apri l
Fool's printing of The Sun nor
a cheap trick by the School of
Hotel
Admi nistrat ion
to
increase enrollment.
The students are enrolled in
the hotel school's two-credit
Wine Appreciation class, and
they are not getting drunk on
the six one-ounce wine samples given to them.
The near-capacity class is
taught every semester by professors Abby Nash and Stephen
Mutkoski, the Banfi Vintners
Professor of Wine Education
and Management. Mutkoski is
on sabbatical th is semester.
The class began in the early
1960s and has stayed close to
its original goal of developing
students' appreciation of wines.
It is not a requirement for
hotel students, except fo r the
20 or so who go on to take
more advanced beverage management courses.
All students in t he hotel
school are encouraged to take
the course, however, and most
do. The class is open to all students at Cornell, regardless of
college affiliation.
The class has become a rite
of passage for seniors of all
colleges and has received
attention in the national media
including NBC's "20/20,"
USA Today and the industry
magazine Wine Spectator.
Nash, who has taught the
class for over 12 years, credits
some of that attention to the
unique American interest in
alcohol.
"Alcoho lic beverages are
such a charged topic in the
U.S.," Nash said.
With that in mind, Nash said
that he hoped the class could
provide "an a lternative to the
typical consumption of alcohol in the college setting."
"A lot of young people wi ll
become moderate regular wine
drinkers, mostly with food .
You might as well get there
sooner rather then later," said
Nash of some of the course's
appeal.
Most students agree with
Nash's assessment and also
credit wine's growing appeal
in American culture.
"Wine is so 'JlOpular, and it
seems like the 'in thing, "' said
Christie Yeoh.
Raquel Look said, " it's a
good conversation starter."
He said that he often runs
into a lumni of his class who
thank him for interesting them
in wine. Of this Nash said,
"We deliver something of
value. We give [our students]
something they can take with
them ."
Nash explained that another
goal of the class is to try to
remove some of the snobbish
connotations associated with

"Wine is so
popular, and it
seems like the
' in thi ng,'''!
- Christie Yeah
wine in the Un ited States.
To assist with this endeavor,
most wines sampled are withi n
a reasonab le price range.
"The wines are overwhelmingly under $20," Nash said .
Benchmark wines make up
the back bone of the course.
These wines are red Bordeaux,
red and white burg undy,
Champagne, po rt and sherry.
The class covers basic facts
about various wine regions,
what k ind of grapes, climate,
and terrain produce the best
wines, wine history and the
specifics of making a particular wine. Almost no region is
left out. Regions covered in
class
include California,
Oregon, Washington, the
Finger
Lakes,
Chi le,
Argentina, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, France,
Ita ly,
Spai n,
Portuga l,
Germany and Austria.
"We don't leave much o ut.
We squeeze everythi ng in,"
Nash said.
A typical class will begin
with an ho ur-long lecture concerning the specifics of the
region and its wines. After this
introductory lecture, six oneounce samples w il l be served
to students by a small group of
about 20 white-coated graduate and undergraduates teaching .assistants. And no, they
don ' t check IDs. The New
York state 21-year-old age
restriction is waived for the
class.
As students samp le the
wines, they rate the wines
according to their personal
tastes on "tasti ng sheets"
handed out at the beginning of
class. They are asked to comment on its aroma, body and
the "evolution" of its taste.
Students are introduced to
these terms and many more in
the first class, so that they wi ll
. have the proper vocabulary to
address the wines.
In a typical spring class six
different wines are sampled.
For each distinct wine, four
cases, or 48 bottles, are consumed.
Sellers and sometimes
importers, who have an excess
supply, donate most of the
wines. More often than not, an
alumni is involved, but even
when they are not involved
donators "never expect a
return."

Grades for the -class are
based upon three I 00 question
multiple-choice pre lims; two
are given in class and the third
during exam week. A popular
myth has arisen that the class
is the most failed at Cornell.
However, Nash and most
students who take the class
find this to be untrue.
Overall, as Udi Falkson
said, the class provides knowledge about something "that
might come in handy someday
in a fun setting."
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CONTEJ'T /'INGLE

P~NEL

WIN\JERJ'

YOU CAN'T
SPELL WAR

WITHOUT

DUBYA.
'It appear~ that the ccOMmtc srowth ho.s contirMJCd to 'JK'Od.
rm aony.

2nd Place
Nathan Poetzscher

1st Place
Ryan Duggan

3rd Place
Adam Rust

Honorable Mention
Adam Rust
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.,wednesday .
;?,,

Apnl 1e, 2001

11 :ao.AM - 2:oo. .PM
HoldnAnnex
~ Meet
~ Get

Representatives from various non-profit organizations.

information on the federal work-study community service program.

~Volunteer

for community activities.

~ Refreshments

will be served.
Sponsored by Student Employment, A division of Student Affairs
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STRONG WOMEN

A six-week-long festival
of works and panel discussions In all media.

March 17- May 2, 2003

RIVETING ART

2 Exhibitions, Panel Discussions, Film Screenings and
Performances BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN
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•

MULIE,BRAL
An installation that celebrates each First lady
in American history.

Student Women Artists of Columbia College Chicago
explore female identity.

Interdisciplinary Book and Paper alum:
Barbara ~nn Bansley

Curated by Undergraduate Photography Major
Kathryn Lovesky

kch28·-2
kch 28 Wpm Opening Reception

March 20 • Aprfl12
Merch 20 l-7pm Opening Reception
Hokln Gallery

Glass Curtain Gallery
WflMI Cllktr t. ~ 813 s.~ 111flaot. 01icatl

I'
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~CITiNG

PARFJA MEDIA MATCH
E.£ \V01·k s hop!

Saturday, Apri l 26, 2003
9:00 am · 6:30pm
Experience an intensive one-day learning
spree on Television reporting!

*Hot lips on wr it ing/script critique.
At Attendants may send scripts in advance. Write for the car and

too to video. Get your message across loud and clear. Learn to forge
youyour own writing style. By Abel Oimant, Fonner CNNE
ExeExecutive Copy Editor, Stylebook a uthor and media critic.

*\ Vriti ng for Television. Avoid typical wriling
mistakes and enhance your chances of making it in

mainstream media. What makes or breaks the story.
By John Garcia. ABC7's general assignment reporter.

•Tape critiques/ Altendants arc encou raged to bring
VHS tapes. By Abel Dimant, Roben Pons and Daisy
Pareja, media coach

*Media Job Markel. Latino Journalist representative
Daisy Pareja talks daily to news directors, other
decision makers and journalists nationwide, both from
mai nstream and Spanish language media. She will give
you an insight on the current market, what they arc
looking for, how to better your chances of landing a j ob
~n this demanding industry.

*Grab a news director's attention. Hear the Do's and
don'ts for your resume, cover letter and demo tape.
What a news director looks for when hiring. What makes
him tick a nd what turns him off! By: Roberto Pons,
NBCfrclemundo WSNS news directo r

C.Dk!TACT
Belisa Morillo @ 404-303-0 111 or Bmorillo@parejamediamatch.com
Admission: $99 in advance/$125 at the door.
Di scounts are available unti l APRIL II .
Space is Limited!
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Exposure

Student award revoked for speaking out
Students of all ages around the country have been voicing their opinions
about the issues surrounding the war
with Iraq. We can walk out, protest and
chant because it is our right. But now a
university has decided that they have the
power to censor it.
Elizabeth Monn in , a senior at Tufts
University in Boston. had her Senior
Award for academic achievement and
leadership revoked after participating in
a protest during President Bush's speech
at the campus on Feb. 26. The protest
dre" a crowd of more than 4,800 students. facul ty and administrators.
Monnin's rights may not have been
taken away. but she was punished for
exercising them.
It was the first time the award has
been withdrawn in the 48 years that the
honor has been l!iven out.
Lawrence B~cow, president of Tufts,
was not involved in the decision concerning Monnin . The action was taken by
the Tufts University Alumni Association.
The association gives out 12 Senior
Awards every year to students "who have
excelled academically and who have
demonstrated outstanding leadership in
campus and/or community activities,"
according t'.l the alumni association's
webpage.
Monnin, who is a double major in
women's stud ies and peace and justice,
had fu lfilled those requirements during
her years at Tufts. Monnin was chosen
for the award in part because of her reputation around campus as a political
activist. She was part of the Feminist

Alliance, organized many demonstrations and was a very vocal student for
various causes.
What did the association expect from
a student majoring in peace and justice?
But apparently opposing the president
was too much.
When Bush began talking about the
1991 Gu lf War, Monnin allegedly made
an obscene hand gesture toward him.
However, she denies the accusation and
there is no proof that it occurred.
It should be noted that Tuft's endowment-which currently stands at $677
million, and goes toward such things as
new labs, facilities and faculty-relies
on alumni. During the last capital campaign, alumni contributed abo ut $200
million. So, it would be safe to say that it
is important to keep these people happy.
After Alan M. MacDougall, president
of the alumni association, received several complaints from alumni regarding
Monnin's actions, he asked the committee to reconsider Monnin 's award .
MacDougall said that his reason for
doing so was because Monnin's involvement wasn' t the behavior appropriate for
a leader. He said that quality leaders are
supposed to listen to other opinions and
hear what people have to say.
Well, if those are the reasons
MacDougall chose to take back her
award, then the leadership of the association itself is questionable. They didn't
support Monnin's opinion, and they didn't want to listen to her. So they took her
award away. What kind of leadership
example is that?

Higher education needs diversity
America is a diverse nation, and institutes of higher education need to reflect
this mix of cultures.
Within the
Columbia campus alone, minority students make up 3 I percent of the student
body, according to the fall 2002 fact book
prepared by the Office of Planning and
Institutional Research.
Yet since racism still exists, so do the
people who try to keep segregation alive.
Stanley Rothman, a professor at
Smith College, recently authored a study
aimed to prove that diversity causes racial
tension on campuses; therefore sacrificing the quality of education.
The survey was administered to 4,000
students, administrators and fac ulty at
I00 d ifferent colleges and found that with
an increase of African-American students, the educational experiences and
work ethic fell.
However, there are many problems
with the so-called Jtudy.
The fact that the funding for the project came from The Earhart Foundation
and the !Undolph Foundation is the first
bia.Kd factor. The !Undolph Foundation
hu financially funded organizatiom that
are again•t arfirmative action and are
wmking to eliminate it, acc(lfdin11 to their
tax record•
AI~>. the t tudy ha_• rtot yet made its
way inttJ the public eye. It WIIJ only publi•hed '" The International Journal of
l'ullllc Opinion Rucarch, • peer·
rev~wed J~>urnal, and 'f he l'ublic Interest,
a Cf>Mervative puhllc•tilln fly keepin11 It
'ITKmg a "I~ t ittle of •upporlert, there
" no 11>t.m fm· pef\pe(.flvc and dl•\Cnt.
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More importantly, the results don't
take into account why people were
against diversity on campuses. The people who were surveyed weren't asked to
explain themselves.
According to the study, as the black
student population rose, the regard for
quality education fell as well as work
ethic.
Maybe racism is to blame.
College is supposed to be about new
experiences and preparing yourself for
the " real world." And part of that
process includes leaving your comfort
zone. Diversity in higher education
should, at the very least, induce the tolerance of other cultures.
If the results are true, what does that
mean for the three percent of universi·
ties and colleges that are historically
b lack?
The number of A frican· American
students who attend predominantly
white schools is 32 .7 percent, accordina
to a study done by Harvard Unlve,lty,
which compiled data from 1988 to

1991!.
The arfirmatlvc action syttem may
need improvement, but wltlwut its ex is·
tcncc, people could continue to over·
look qualified mlnorltlfl. Peop le have
fought for ycart to be equal. Why revert
back to beln11 separtlc '/
Once the level of eq uality Ia
achieved, methods such as affirmutlvc
ac tion un be t1trown o ut. Out we a re far
from that 11011. And 1tudlca suth as Mr.
Ro thman'i 4111 proof of how fur wa IIIII
hAve to Ill·

M""''"'

riHbttlft "" the """'""'" a1 the
tlmt•d of the Cflfumbt1 Ch•o- Cl>tumno . ,. tho
"'"""'"' .~ ""' llttlhut(l)
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There's nothing like living on your own
By Emily Smith
Commentary Editor

Students on campus live with other stunight, giving it a scary movie-like effectdents and have more students as their neigh- highlighting its creepiness.
bors. I have lived in two different districts
Nevertheless, it has grown on me. And,
OK, so I admit that I am jealous of the
in Chicago, and I consider this aspect a ben- now, I see it as a symbol of how the comstudents who live on campus. As I stood
efit to my college years.
munity has grown on me.
waiting for the bus during this past cruel
1 currently live in the Pilsen district.
My landlord, Mrs. Rocco, was born and
Pilsen has one of the largest Latino commu- raised in the Pilsen area and has lived in her
winter, I mumbled obscenities under my
breath at my fellow classmates who walked
nities and is located on the southwest side
current building for 54 years. She is an 81
merely blocks to get inside their warm
of the Chicago River. The culture is thick
year-old Czechoslovakian who has watched
apartments before talking off their scarves,
and took some time for me to get used to,
the neighborhood transform over the years.
hats, gloves, coats and other necessary frost
but with so many interesting and different
"This used to be a fami ly neighborhood," she said. "Now it's just artists with
attire.
aspects, it didn't take long.
I dreaded the ride home, not knowing
I love the cheap burritos and fresh fruit
their dogs. And they never pick up after
how long the unpredictable CTA would take markets. I like the cute cafes and murals on them. They go right in my flowerpot."
to get me there. After a long, exhausting
the buildings. And I like the art galleries
But I like the area. Then again, I am a
and artists.
dog person and I guess I don't have a flowday of classes and headaches and homework, I ached to live closer to school.
But there was one thing that I hated, at
erpot for them to "go" in.
first.
It must be hard for her to see things
But now spring is here. The weather
hasn't been quite as nice as I'd hoped it
Right outside my apartment is a strucchange. Change always takes time.
would be, but at least the bite is gone from
ture my roommate and I refer to as "creepy
For all the students living in the dorms,
this windy city. Flip-flops and tank tops are
Jesus" because it's, well, creepy. A new
they will one day have to make the change
of moving out on their own. And I hope
making appearances, and the glimmer of the sanctuary donated by local artists has been
beautiful weather to come is shining
built on the comer of my block. It is an
they make the adjustment smoothly. But I
through.
open garden-like area with a miniature
am glad that I have some experience under
my belt.
And, like every spring during my three
fountain and room for worship. There is
years here at Columbia, my bitter winter
only one standing wall, and on the side that
So, now that my time here is coming to
attitude melts away and I remember why I
faces my apartment is creepy Jesus.
an end-and another winter drifts away- I
appreciate living off campus.
It is a carved, wooden depiction of Jesus think I have the advantage. I didn't j ust
I have learned more than I expected here on the cross with his hands tied. Blood is
gain classroom knowledge, but I also gathin Chicago by li ving on my own.
painted on the bones. And to make matters
ered valuable life lessons from living on
worse, a light shi nes up on the structure at
my own.
Students that live on campus have rules
. - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . . , . - - - - - - - - - --,
to follow. They have
RAs to watch over
them and give counsel.
Even the number of
guests allowed is limited. Sure, they don't
have to worry about
things like the electric
bill, but they also don't
know the tricks to cut
on heating costs in the
winter.
They also aren't
forced to learn the
CTA. Unless they have
a job, they usually
don't have much need
to travel beyond the
Loop area. I have many
friends who have used
their U-PASS only a
handful of times. I, on
the other hand, couldn't
live without mine. And
by having to use it so
frequently, I know my
way around Chicago. I
John WesUChronicle
know the districts, train
stops and bus routes.

Look for more opinions online at
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING!

Stop by the C hronicle Office (Hoom 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of
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Applications for the 2003 -2004
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
Planned Parenthood
Loop Health Center
18 S. Michigan Ave. 6th Floor
Call first for an appointment
312-592-6700

full-time Columbia College students ,
including graduate students, who specialize
in print or broadcast journalism, photojournalism, editorial art or political cartooning, are
eligible to apply. Awards are based on academic merit, financial need and service in the
student's speciality (i.e., internships, work on
student publication or productions). Twentyone scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were
awarded for 2002-2003.

THE APPUCATION DEADUNE IS
APRIL 7, 2003
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HonQring senior seminar (Almost) Banned
Commentary

0

Alexandroff exhibit displays students' social, personal work

in the U.S.A.
Zepplin's
"Stairway to
Heaven,"
Don
McLean's
"American Pie" and even John
Lennon's "Imagine."
An internal memo from
In a New York Post article
MTV Europe posted on F---- from Sept. 18, 2001, Clear
edTelevision.com recommend- Channel executives said, "the
ed that certain videos should list was not an attempt to ban
not be played due to the current songs, only a guide for pro.gramconflict with Iraq. The memo ming directors." But luckily for
said that because of public sen- Rage, Zeppe lin, Lennon and
sitivity to war-related images, other rational music fans everyvideos featuring images such as where, most Clear Channel stasoldiers, warplanes, bombs, tions ignored the list.
missiles, executions and n ots
More recently Clear Channel
might offend viewers.
has been in the news for organizThe memo went on to list ing demonstrations, under the
some videos as examples and name Rally for America, in supexplained what possibly offen- port of the war with Iraq. Clear
sive images that v1deo had. Channel claims the demonstraAmong
the
list
was tions are really organized by
Aerosmith's "Don't Want to their individual stations.
Miss a Thing" (which has clips
However, according to a
from 1998's Armageddon), March 25 article in the New
Radiohead 's "Lucky," Billy York Times, such individuality
Idol's "Hot in the City" and is atypical of Clear Channel.
System of a Down's "Boom!" The article said that Clear
which was described as "an Channel has a reputation "for its
anti-war video containing facts iron-fisted centralized control."
and figures about, amongst
All of these suggestion lists,
other th ings, the projected suggest corporate censorship to
casualties of war."
me.
"Boom!" was directed by
Journalists, including those
none other than Michael at this paper, pride themsel.ves
Moore, whose anti-Bush com- on their ability to write fa1rl y
ments during his acceptance and unbiased; it's one of the
speech at the Oscars on March main points stressed to us. The
23 were booed by the audience. only exception is opinion
The memo is only in refer- pieces and broadcast commenence to MTV Europe and does tators-and
the
audience
not apply here in the United knows these are people paid to
States.
share their viewpoints-like
However, in a New York Bill O'Reilly, FOX News
Times article, an MTV spokes- Channel's conservative comwoman, who would only speak mentator.
anonymously,
said
t~at
But how can the audience
America's MTV is "responsive trust that coverage of a news
to the heightened sensitivities story will be ~nbiased .w.hen the
of its audience."
media outlet IS orgamzmg ralSerj Tankian, lead singer for lies for one side? How can we
System of a Down, said in the be sure the coverage of any
same article that while the conflict won't be slanted, when
video for "Boom!" was not the company publicly endorses
being played by M!V in one viewpoint? These are danBritain, it is currently m rota- gerous times when we cannot
tion here in America.
even trust those who are sup· While I respect the station · posed to give us the straight
wanting to be se~sit ive to th.e facts.
needs of their aud1ence, I find 11
Before
the
Federal
ludicrous that certain videos Communications Commission
would be singled out for their repealed the Fairness. Doctrine
imagery, the song titles (also on in 1987, broadcasters were
the
list
is Radiohcad's required to fairly co~er co~
"Invasion") or even the name munity issues by havmg a fa1r
of the band (the B-52's are also balance of all views.
on the list).
And with Clear Channel's
And what truly makes the sit- obvious support of America's
uation more ridiculous are two invasion of Iraq, another sugnot so little facts. One, the B- gestion list won't be far behind.
52 's name is a reference to the Why would a company pubtwo femaie lead singers hair- licly support a war only to play
styles. Two, a spokesman for songs that support peace?
Radiohead told the New York
Will Clear Channel create a
Times that he was unfamiliar new list including anti-war
with any song by the band titled songs like the queen of contro"Invasion." Obviously, MTV versy
herself Madonna's
Europe didn't do much home- "American Life" or John
work before writing up this list. Mellencamp's
"To
MTV is not the only media Washington"? According to ~!
outlet watching what it airs. Online the company already IS
Clear Channel Communications, since polls are still showing
which owns over I ,200 sta- high support for the war.
tions-six of which are in
Some artists have gone
Chicago including WKSC- around these stations by postFM-has been guilty of a simi- ing their protest songs on the
lar suggested no-play list.
Internet. Lenny Kravitz's new
After 911 1, Clear Channel song " We Want Peace," ~eatur
sent a list of 150 songs that ing Iraqi pop star Kad1m AI
were potentially offensive. The Sahir can be downloaded,
list created by C lear Channel's (oddly enough), on MTV 's
Se~ior Regional Vice President Rock the Vote website at rockof Programming Jack Evans, thevote.org.
included all songs by Rage
Against The Machine, Led
See Banned, page 28

By K,. Ryann Zalewski
A&E Editor

Angela R. Simi>SOI\ICnr,on<:l<!

Senior

~e.;;inar students show off their talents in 'Creativity with a Conscience: The Alexandroff Exhibit.'

By Jason Lee
Staff Writer
Showcasing the diverse art1st1c talents of its
graduates, the Senior Seminar progra'!' held an
exhibit titled, "Creativity with a Consc1ence: The
Alexandroff Exhibit," at 33 E. Congress Parkway
from March 13-28. A panel of judges awarded
cash prizes to the top three pieces of artwork at a
reception held on Marc.h 19.
.
.. . ,
The exhibit-named m honor ofM1rron M1k~
Alexandroff, Columbia's fir~t president, and ~1s
wife Jane-consisted of 42 p1eces of artwork displayed in a variety of formats, including liste~ing
stations for audio projects and a contmuous v1deo
featuring student films.
Norman Alexandroff, son of Mike Alexa~dro.ff
and Columbia's publication director, was act1ve m
constructing the exhibit.
"The general premise o! the program-to support artists in human serv1ce-1s absolutely con-

sistent with my mother's life and work,'
Alexandroff said. " We are delighted at the outstanding young men and women who have benefited from the program."
.
Jim Hoffman a film and video major, submitted a 2-and-a-h~lf-minute animated piec~ for t~e
exhibit. Titled The Cozoomies, the .film IS a children's educational program featur!ng characters
named Captain, Leena and Sph1nx and t.heir
"efforts to defend earth from the ma.hc1ous
Rancor and his evil minions," Hoffman sa1d.
Hoffman said he geared The Cozoomies toward
a second-grade audience, constru~ting a 13episode synopsis that he hopes will one day
.
.
become a full-length show.
"The exhibit is great because 1! does gl\~es you
a nice forum to get feedback, and. that 1s very
important at this stage," Hoffman sa1d.
Ben Mayer, also a film and video major, tied fo.~
third place with his painting titled "Alchemy

See Alexaridroff, page 29

Annual festival features student poetry
By Jennifer Golz
Staff Writer
Columbi a's
English
Department will cel~brate
National Poetry Month w1th the
Fourth
Annual
Citywide
Undergraduate Poetry Festival,
featu ring outstanding student
poets from 10 of Chicago's colleges and unive rsities.
The poetry ' festival will be
held Thursday, April 10 at 5:30
p.m. at the Concert Hall of the
Music
Center,
I 014
S.
Michigan Ave.
The poetry festival is a noncompetitive event designed to
bring together students from
within the city, to showcase
their talents. "This is the greatest hits of undergraduate stu-

dents on any given semester,"
said Tony Trigilio, the poetry
festival's creator and a faculty
member
in
the
English
Department.
.
Trigilio came to Columbia
four years ago, .excited to be. in
the nation 's th1rd largest c1ty.
He sai d he wanted to bridge the
gap between the urban schools
of Chicago, allowing students
to share their work.
"The poet from Chicago State
and the poet from Loyola have
a lot of geographic. ~i~e s SeJ?a·
rating them, " Tngll10 sa1d.
"How often do we get to collapse the miles and get everyone together?"
.
· Of the · 10 colleges and universities participating thi s year,
each school is only allowed one

student to represent it. There is
no formal list of criteria for the
festival, except that students
must be chosen fro m a creative
writing program at their institution. At Columbia, students are
nominated based on their previous work and class rank.
"We consider it to be a real
honor," Trigilio said. "We want
to chose someone who represents their school fantastically "
Ric Cleary was nominated by
the English Department and
wi ll share hi s works at this
year 's festival. Cleary was elated when he was asked to be a
featured reader. "I'm a little
nervous but I think that's good
because it forces you to want to
do extremely well," he said. -:-=-

See Poetry, page 28
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of
MALIBU'S MOSTWANTED
on Tuesday, April 15th at the McClurg Court Cinemas.

ITHIS FILM IS RATED "PG·13" FOR SEXUAL HUMOR, LANGUAGE AND VIOLENCE. !
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. Employees of all
promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, APRIL 18TH!
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French fries,
Berg and bliss
By Rachel Yeomans
Contributing Writer

Photo by Phillip Caruso/DreamWor1ts Pictures

Chris Rock gives an impromptu campaign speech in his directorial debut, 'Head of State.'

Between Rock and a presidential race
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
Where Chris Rock once portrayed a
crackhead in the 1991 film New Jack City,
he can now be compared to a much more
dignified rock: Mount Rushmore, where
his likeness is carved in stone alongside
Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln
in Head ofState.
And while Rock is a_registered' voter and
plays a presidential candidate in Head of
State, his latest film and directorial debut,
he has no further political plans.
t "I will never pursue a political careerever," Rock said. "There's no · ll]Oney,
unless you're going to steal it," he added,
"You can do so much more. Look at
Oprah; she does so much. You couldn't do
that as a politician."
Indeed, Oprah can cause even a hardened comedian to lose their cool during
her talk show. Rock, who was in Chicago
late in March promoting Head of State,
was in an uncharacteristic misty-eyed
condition on "The Oprah Winfrey' Show,"
after segments featuring his mother, wife
and baby_
It was a time of reflection for the 37-

year-old comedian-turned-actor, who,
after doing stand-up for more than a
decade, landed a role on his first film,
Beverly Hills Cop 2, and then as a cast
member on "Saturday Night Live."
And even though Rock w rote and
directed HBO's "The Chris Rock Show,"
getting the green light to direct Head of
State, the story of an everyman chosen to
be a throwaway presidential candidate,
was difficult.
"Some people didn't want to make the
movie at all," Rock said. "Some people
wanted to make the movie, but not have
me direct, which was a big slap: ' We think
you're funny, but we don't think you're
competent.'
"If you're Tom Hanks," Rock added,
"you're collaborating with the highest of
the high [studio) people. If you're me,
you're collaborating with people from· the
mailroom. It 's rough- movies are rough,
man " he said
It 'was a le~ing experience for Rock;
who likens directing to managing a supermarket. (To not tire your film crew, you
must " look for elevators before you look
for locations," Rock said.)
He said his co-star, and fellow comedi-

an Bernie Mac seemed perfect for the
part. "We seemed like an old-fashioned
comedy team," Rock said_
"You try to keep the drama close to the
page and you let your comedy expand and
see where you can go with it," Rock said.
" It depends on the actors. Bernie Mac, do
what you want, you know you let him
loose. Nick Searcy [who plays Rock's
opponent], you pull back a little !>it.
" It's no different than Phil Jackson
coaching the Bulls. Michael (Jordan] you
do what you want. B.J. Armstrong, you
bring the ball up the court--just get it to
Michael," Rock said.
Asked if he had any advice for young
people, Rock said, "Go to school, don't
have a kid until you' re married and stay
off drugs, and things will pretty much
open up.
"Being rich isn't about having money;
it's about having options_·If you make certain mistakes, it cuts down on your
options. Spend your money on drugs, you
[have)less options for your money.
"There's no magical path," Rock added.
"Nothing remotely special happened to
me-l just worked hard' and didn't have a
kid."

Adcult coming to a newsstand near you
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer
Columbia's Marketing Communication
Department hopes to launch a new student
publication dedicated to critiquing advertisements, said Department Chair Margaret
Sullivan. With a formal proposal expected
to be submitted to the dean at this summer's
budget meeting, Sullivan said she hopes the
publication will be available on campus by
next spring.
Adcult magazine would build off of concepts covered in a course with the same
name offered through the Marketing
Department.
"(The purpose of] criticizing advertising
i~ to understand it better," Sullivan said.
"Critical thinking is part of anyone's education, and marketing commun ication
deserves that kind of attention_"
Sullivan said she believes the magazine
will benefit not only marketing students,
but the student body as a whole.
"To move your oppressions into a world
of rational analysis, to teach our students to
live in a world of just responding to
imagery and responding to impulses into a
more rational, conscious understanding of
manipulation and propaganda-that would
be the goal," Sullivan said.
The department itself has grown tremendously during Sullivan's tenure and this
would be one of the largest projects for it to
undertake.
"I definitely would (read it), and probably would pay for it, too," said. Falon
Pherigo, an advertising major.

Pherigo said she would consider working
on the publication depending on how flexible the hours were.
" If there was a class for credit you WO!IId
probably get a lot of students to join," she
said.
Sullivan said she was unsure if there
would ever be a class offered for the publication, but said the AdCult class already has
similarly structured assignments in the
course.
About five years ago, Sullivan had the
idea for the magazine, but never had enough
money in the budget and considered creating it as an online magazine. Sullivan said
the department was much smaller then, and
"the timing wasn't right to launch something so important and so large. In the meantime, the environment changed, and I think
especially because of Stay Free!" (Stay
Free! is an independent magazine published
by Carrie McLaren about commercialism in
American culture.)
Stay Free!, is much like what Sullivan
said she envisioned Adcult magazine to be,
so she decided to rethink the concept of the
magazine so the two wouldn't be so similar. She wanted it to criticize advertising
without using it in the magazine, but wanted to mimic ads at the same time.
"We're always interested in raising our
profile and showing people what we do
best," Sullivan said, "and one of the things
we do best is examine and understand the
fascinating world of marketing communications everywhere."
Sullivan said the entire department staff
supports the idea of the magazine. She said
it would probably attract students from

other areas of study and that she welcomes
the possibility. Ideally, Sullivan said she
would like the publication to be free to students, but sold to the rest of the community.
Lauren Schroeder, an advertising major
who is currently taking the AdCult class
said, "I like it because it shows different
approaches to the advertising world as to
what people disapprove of." Schroeder
said she would be interested in reading and
working on the magazine.
Sullivan said many of the assignments in
the class are similar to what the content of
the magazine would be. Some ideas for the
first issue as well as issues to follow
include an improvised story told through
ads, exploring sex and sexual content in
advertising, poetry constructed from slcr
gans and sales pitches, and alternative uses
for famous advertising slogans_
"It sounds like something good, something positive," Mario Vasquez, a marketing student said.
He liked the AdCult class and said the
concepts he learned help him in his internship_ He said he probably would not have
time to participate in the magazine, blit said
it would be beneficial to the Marketing
Department because it would shine light on
the program and fieldwork associated with
the profession.
'The School of Media Arts is acquiring
a real central identity pretty quickJy_ The
student body seems increasingly sophisticated and capable of indulging in this kind
of work_ The students are increasingly
[more] productive every year I' m here,"
Sullivan said.

Eloquent: that is the word that comes to
mind when Elizabeth Berg starts to speak.
Berg, 65, is both a New York Times bestselling
writer and a featured author of Oprah's Book
Club for her novel Open House (2000).
She was speaking to friend and fellow author
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, at an event during
the Story Week Festival of Writers: In Search
of the American Story, on Wednesday, March
26, at the Harold Washington Library, 400 S.
State St.
Divakaruni and Berg conversed with the
audience, answering questions and going
through their history. Divakaruni finished her
explanation of her writing style and an audience member asked Berg to explain her own.
Berg said, "Boring. Chitra?"
Yet Berg's responses grew in length during
the proceedings and even more so when she
was back in her hotel room, blazer taken off,
sleeves rolled up and room service ordered.
This was Berg's second appearance at Story
Week_ She has written two writing guides and
more than 13 novels. She has received the
New England Book Award in fiction, two
American Library Association Best Book of
the Year Awards, and the AMC Cancer
Research Illuminator Award.
However, Berg didn't find her calling to
write until after working as a waitress, a rock
'n' roll singer, and a registered nurse. She
began writing after winning an essay contest in
Parents magazine. She won $500 and then pursued a career that would bring her not only to
the "Oprah" show three times, but also to
bookstores across America.
"There are two things," she said while lying
back on her hotel couch. "One is that writing is
like acting for me. I really do inhabit every
character I' m writing at the time to the best of
my abi lity. The other thing is I think it's the job
of the writer to notice, to pay attention."
Three of Berg's most popular novels,
Durable Goods, Joy School and True to Form,
are told from the perspective of a 13-year-old
named Katie. Berg recalled how she was once
asked how she could write from a perspective
of someone so young.
"You know I was 13," Berg said. "So if I jog
my memory by a book that I read at the
time...or by some dorky outfit I wore, there are
myriad details that can open up."
Berg is now expanding her written horizons
and working on a screenplay, her first, based on
Durable Goods, which Sharon Stone will
direct.
"She's going to direct for the first time and
I'm going to write a screenplay for the first
time...so this'll be really interesting," Berg said.
Two of her other novels, Open House and
Range of Motion, were made for television.
But Berg didn't participate in the productions.
" I wasn't interested at that point in even trying to write a screenplay," Berg said_ "But now
I'm trying this because I've seen the scripts of
my books before and I wasn't nuts about them.
At least by writing the screenplay for Never
Change I have a little more control."
At 7 p.m., in the Harold Washington auditorium, Berg stood on the stage behind a podium
and a large orange banner stretched across its
base reading, "Columbia College Fiction
Writing Department Story Week's presentor."
" I thought that since I've talked to a lot of
students, we would start with a quiz," Berg said
jokingly. During her reading to the audience,
Berg presented a quiz she was once given. She
was given a single sentence and from it she
made a story, "Returns and Exchanges." It was
about a 58-year-old woman who started a dating service for those over SO.
And the introductory sentence given to Berg
was, " It wasn't until she got outside into the
sunlight that she realized her socks didn't
match, but somehow she didn't mind."
Berg's reading captured the humor and emcr
tion of growing old, past relationships and
future hopes. From the narrator Agnes' perspective, Berg provided flashbacks to when the
character forgot her underpants in Catholic
school. And then she jumped forward to Agnes
pondering what heaven would be like: It would
have puppies, children who never grew older
than five years, fried food floating in the air,
pink magnolias and jazz_
Berg told the story in such a believable and
accurate tone, that one might think she experienced each thought and feeling of her character.
Her advice to those wanting to follow in her
professional footsteps: "Get your love, get your
french fries and follow your bliss."
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Film festival highlights diverse Latino culture
By Jennifer Goli
Staff Writer
The
International
Latino
Cultural Center of Chicago held a
pre-party for the I 9th Annual
Chicago Latino Film Festival,
March 26, previewing the festival,
which runs through April I 6 and
will feature more than 100 foreign
films !Tom every genre and three
gala events.
This year, the ILCC has decided
to hold the opening and closing
night galas immediately following
the screening of fil ms at
Kaleidoscope, 800 W. Superior
St.
The film festival kicked off
April 4 with the Colombian film
Bolivar Soy Yo (Bolivar I am) at
the Biograph Theater, 2433 N.
Lincoln Ave.
At the midpoint of all the festivities is "Noche Mexicana," on
Friday, April 11. Watch the film
El Tigre de Santa Julia (The Tiger
of Santa Julia), a story similar to
Robin Hood, in which th~ main
character-while in the company
of several beautiful women-robs
!Tom the rich and gives to the

poor.
Homemade gorditas and drinks
cantina-style will be served at the
reception to follow; song requests
can be made to the mariachi band,
Grupo Bolero. There will be special appearances by the director
Alejandro Gamboa and actor
Miguel Rodarte.
Also during Mexican night, the
2003
Gloria
Lifetime
Achievement Award will be presented to Leonardo Nierman, for
his contributions during his 45
y~ in the art world. The award
is considered the highest recognition of excellence and success
!Tom the ILCC. Nierman's art has
resides at the Vatican Gardens, the
Art Institute of Chicago, the
Albert Einstein Institute and the
Museum of Modern Art in
Mexico, to name a few.
The closing night gala is on

Photo courtesy of the International L.aHno CuKural Center of Chicago

'VIVa Vo (Speaker Phone),' a Brazilian comedy about a man who gets into trouble after the misuse of a cell phone, closes the 19th Annual
Chicago Latino Film Festival, Wednesday, April16.
April 16. The evening will start val.
gles of a high school student in races and nationalities," said Pepe
off with the Brazilian comedy
In addition to the gala events Chicago dealing with an untold Vargas, founder and executive
Viva Vo (Speaker Phone), which will be screenings of more than a truth.
director of the ILCC.
explores the hwnorous complica- dozen films, including the three
The Chicago Latino Film
All films at this year~ festival
tions modern technology can cre- finalists from Columbia's 5th Festival was created in I 985, will have English ~/'!J!ifles. The
ate; a cheating husband's wife Latino Student Film Festival, cho- showcasing 14 films with 500 official film schedule 'is available
tracking his every move via his sen in March.
anendees. Since then, it has esca- at ww:w.latinoculturalcenter.org.
cellular phone.
Everybody Dies In It, by lated to an estimated 30,000 who Sludents "with a valid ID will
Afterward, be prepared to Gabriel Feij6o, explores the rela- will anend this year's festival.
receive a discouni qjf{{l_e price of
samba into the night at tionships between corporate reliThe annual festival is intended their ticket at the box o.flict; the
Kaleidoscope. African influences gion, conswner drug and fast food to promote awareness and under- night
of
each
}ilm
!Tom Brazil will be demonstrated conswnption.
standing about the Latino commu- performance. For tickets or more
!Tom a capoiera team, a traditional
lmaginary Landscape No. II, nity. "The Latino community is a information about any ofthe three
form of dancing and martial arts by J. Reyna! do Delgado Roman, profoundly rich culture because of galas, call (312) 431-1330.
combined. The film's director takes a closer look at the correla- all its differences such as religion,
Paulo Morelli will also be present. tion between death and rebirth, ..-----------___:___:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
Raw Merchand Sanchez will nature and architecture, social
return to accept his award at the conscious versus madness and
closing night gala for I 2 Horas loneliness and contact.
(I 2 Hours), last year's Audience
Michael Ryan, by Mario
Choice Award wirmer at the festi- Carrasco, follows the daily strug-

Home of the

Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Open 7 ~ys • week for lunch & dinner; brt•kfast on weekends.

Now hiring
Hosts & Hostesses

733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (312)

'161~1116

Calling all young painters.
writers. actors. dancers,
musicians. chefs. and morel
Hundreds of summer jobs in the
arts for Chicagoans ages 14-21•
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~

ell
-...,
-...,

Application sessions
take place AprilS, 13. 19,
and 26 from 10 a.m .• 2 p.m.

For more Information
or to fill out forms online:
call: 312.744.8925
vlalt: www.gollety37.org/downtown

Qtr/ .........-.,...
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Weekly Horoscope (April 7-13)

Emotional peak for Pisces
By Lasha Seniuk
Tribune News Service

"f

Alles (March 21-Aprl120)

Late Tuesday, a powerful wave of sensitivity from loved ones may be distracting. Previously silent friends or lovers
may boldly state their romantic ideals
and social concerns. Intimacy and new
passion are necessary for emotional success. Expect unproductive or stalled relationships to steadily fade. Physical energy or sleep patterns are also unpre:
dictable this week. Get extra rest, if possible, and wait for obvious indications of
renewed vitality.

1:)

Taurus (Aprii21-May 20)

Minor health concerns or lagging
physical energy will no longer drain
social or fam ily confidence. Early this
week, expect bothersome skin, digestive
or eye ailments to dramatically improve.
Some Taureans w ill also experience a
pow~rful increase in creative energy or
artistic awareness. If so, expect romantic
and long-term social relations to also be
affected. Stay alert. Before next week,
increased sensuality and renewed trust
will require active dedication and revised
social plans.

li

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

putes. Don't be fooled. Even though an
atmosphere of humor and light discus. sion may exist, underlying resentments
wi ll create a lasting impressioh. After
Friday, family or intimate relationships
will offer peaceful resolve. Enjoy the
.company of trusted companions.

Ill

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)

Old social wounds and past relationships may reoccur over the next few
days. Before midweek, watch for friends,
distant relatives or yesterday's loved
ones to reappear and demand completion. Although minor jealousies are
unavoidable, by the end of this week
small disagreements will actually work
in your favor. Remain diplomatic. Old
ideals, memories or romantic expectations will soon fade. By mid-April, new
love will require your full attention.

>?'

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Past romantic and social delays will be
quickly resolved. Beginning late Tuesday
and lasting over the next two to three
days, expect long-term friends and
romantic partners to firmly state their
needs, intentions and future plans. Much
of this may come as a relief. Watch for
stalled relationships to move rapidly forward. Early Saturday, an unusual financ ial mistake may create mistrust between
relatives. Overspending or missed payments are accented.

Love affairs and long-term friendships '\):> Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
are particularly rewarding over the next
few days. Watch for loved ones and close
Early this week, rental agreements,
friends to declare their intentions or com- leases or minor financial disputes may be
mitments. Many Geminis, especially briefly annoying. Monday through
those born between 1968 and 1980, wi ll Wednesday, react quickly to unexpected
experience a profound deepening of key . repairs or revised property contracts.
relationships. By early May expect Some Capricorns, especially those born
delayed romance and stalled relation- late in December, will also be asked to
sl)ips to be firmly re-established. Stay clarifY banking documents or financial
fdcused. Fast emotional decisions will be procedures. Oddly enough, money delays
required.
or strained work relations will soon lead to
dramatically improved business practices.
~
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Stay open. There's much to consider.
This 'l'ee~. business relationships may
~ unusually emotional or flirtatious.
Expect key offic ia ls or trusted work
mates to express their social needs and
long-term romantic plans. New commun:cations "<ijl eventually create improved
friendships, but also demand delicate
social timing. If possible, remain quietly
distant and avoid confrontation. After
Friday, family finances may be mildly
strained. Thoroughly check records, payments or debt schedules.

tS/._

leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Late Tuesday, a c lose friend or work
companion may ask for sensitive and
highly personal advice. Areas of concern
are power dynamics between loved ones
or long-term lifestyle choices. Encourage
caution. Important life decisions need to
be fully considered. Early Friday, also
watch for an unusual financia l or business message from the pas!. Old job
offers or delayed projects ¥e featured.
T~ke extra time to carefully evaluate a ll
ideas and proposals.

II})

VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Business po licies, fi nancial obligations
and long-term property matters wi ll
require your immediate attention. Late
Monday, watch for important changes to
key documents, procedures or workplace
methods. Many Virgos wi ll be expected
to make sense of past financial mistakes
or bring clarity to conflicting business
standards. After Thursday, minor home
finances may also apply. Watch budgets
and spending needs for obvious mistakes.

:no

Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23)

Avoid social discussions or romantic
speculation in a ll workplace relationships. At present, work mates and colleagues may be extremely sensitive to
personal information or minor social dis-

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)

Friends, lovers and close work mates
may be moody and reflective. Watch for
unexpected social and workplace delays.
Over the next two days, past business
records and yesterday's romantic history
will have strong effects on daily re lationships. Allow others the necessary time to
complete past assignments or final ize
outgoing relationships. Later this week,
discuss your romantic ideas and soc ial
concerns with loved ones. New options
may soon emerge.
~

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20)

Fam ily relationships are strong concerns this week. Pay attention to the
minor criticisms of close relatives or
loved ones. Ov.er the next three days,
small social irritations could lead to
stall ed re lationships or broken trusts.
React with sensitivity to the needs of others. Early th is weekend, an unexpected
romantic flirtation will draw attention.
Mildly unethical attractions or private
invitations may soon create controversy.
Emotions are high. Avoid unnecessary
tensions, if possible.

•If

your birthday Is this week ...

Business negotiations will work to
your advantage over the next 12 weeks.
Use this time to review methods, procedures and expectations. Key officials will
steadily improve office policies or rules.
After mid-July, an important romantic or
fam ily decision may be needed. Longterm relationships require careful planning and a new awareness of social goals.
By late August, loved ones will either
improve their outlook or begin serious
changes in their lives. Offer encouragement and expect steady gains. August
through November also accent revised
financial or career deadlines. Budgets,
loans and delaye<j payments are highlighted.

Warhol's Jackie 0. series on.display 1n Dallas
0

Rrst showing In city where her husband was assassinated

By Susan Parrott

Associated Press
DALLAS- As news photos, the 1963
images of Jacqueline Kennedy as a
grieving widow captured the nation,
reflecting America's mourning after the
assassination of President John F.
Kennedy. For pop artist Andy Warhol,
the photos became the catalyst for his
"Jackie" works, a series of paintings and
screen prints created between 1963 and
1968 that captured the moments before
and after the assassination as she was
transformed from glamorous first lady to
grieving widow.
For the -first time, those iconographic
pieces will be displayed at the place of
the tragedy; the former School Book
Depository
where
the
Warren
Commission concluded . Lee Harvey
Oswald ftred the fatal shots at the presidential procession through downtown
Dallas.
"Warhol had perhaps tlte most familiar
images that deal with the assassination,"
said Sixth Floor Museum Executive
Director Jeff West, who added that the
paintings are best seen in their historical
context in Dallas. "No other artist had
the kind of immediacy that Warhol created."
The " Warhol and Jackie: Artist and
Icon" exhibition runs through Oct. 26 on
the building's seventh floor, a newly renovated exhibition space one level above
· the museum's historical exhibits. The
show then moves to the Andy Warhol
Museum in Pittsburgh, opening in time
to commemorate the 40th anniversary of
the pres.ident's death on Nov. 22.
Most of the succession of portraits ereated by Warhol are screened in black on
funereal blue backgrounds.
The first lady, who, like celebrities
Marilyo Monroe and Elizabeth Taylor,
seemed pursued by the shadow of death,
·fascinated Warhol. '
Tom Sokolowski, director of the
Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh, said
Warhol realized that the president's death
and its aftermath would forever be

etched in the memories of Americans.
"He was the most bril liant chronicler
of his time," he said. "Everything
touched him."
·While Warhol wanted to memorialize a
horrific moment in history, he thought it
would be distasteful to use news images
of the president as he was killed,
Sokolowski said.
" Hence he embodied everything in the
young widow," Sokolowski said.
'This young woman who should not
have to suffer as she did, suffered for all
of us," he said. "She bore the weight of
the nation in her souring face."
The show includes 30 portraits of
Jackie Kennedy by Warhol, a long with
the smiling " Red Jackie" painted from a
photo taken before the assassination and
two Warhol self-portraits. Loaned by the
Warhol museum, most were created in
Warhol's New York studio, The Factory,
in the months ·after the assassination.
For the first time, the museum will display its "flash-Nov. 22, 1963",series of
II screen prints and accompanying text
replicating news wire copy of the assassination.
Dealing finally with the assassination
itself, Warhol used news photos to create
images of the first couple arriving at
. Dallas' Love Field airport, riding in the
motorcade, Oswald in the Dallas police
station and the alleged murder weapon.
Finished in 1968 and printed in sequential order, they create the effect of a news
story shaded in green, magenta and
orange.
" In a way it puts you back in Andy's
world," said show curator Richard
Brettell. "Even though he wasn' t in
. Dallas, . he experienced these events
through the media."
The <!eaths seemed- even more tragic
because the Kennnedys-a handsome,
well-dressed couple-were the embodiment of a nation hoping for good fortune,
Sokolowski said.
" It was this notion that this was the
perfect couple and how can this perfect
moment end," he said. "Warhol was not
an intelle.c tual artist, but he was an
incredibly instinctive artist."
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Ani me 'cowboy' rides into Chicago
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&EEditor
Cowboy Bebop: The Movie doesn't involve
cowboys or bebop, at least not in the traditional
sense.
The cowboys are actually bounty hunters, but
since the fi lm takes place on the planet Mars in the
year 2071; don't expect any horses, chaps or
spurs--aside from their presence in the videos the
bounty hunters watch. However, there are lots of
bloody battles and apocalyptic themes.
Likewise, there aren't any smoky jazz.clubs or
appearances by Thelonious Monk; however the
bounty hunters do have laid back, jazz-cat attitudes-they're hip, cool and unConventional.
Based on the popular anime television series of
the same name, which is currently airing on the
Cartoon Network, the feature-length version of
Cowboy Bebop surrounds a biological terrorist

attack on one of Mars' main highways. The Bebop
crew, as they're commonly called, j umps at the
opponunity to apprehend the terrorist and collect
the bounty.
The complicated themes and confusing twists in
the film have been compared to those of The
Matrix, and coincidentally enough the fi lm's director, Shinichiro Watanabe, directed a segment of the
computer-generated Matrix teasers, The Animatrix.
Cowboy Bebop: The Movie premiered on April
4 for a limited engagement at the Music Box
Theatre,
3733
N.
Southport
Ave.
Music Box programmer Brian Andreotti, who is
also a part-time History of Cinema instructor at
Columbia, said he likes "to present an interesting,
eclectic mix of films."
Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust was the last
anime film screened at the Music Box Theatre,
which is well-known for its screenings of documentaries, cult classics, foreign language and art
fi lms.

Photo courtesy of Destination Films and Samuel Gotdwy~ Films

(Clockwise from top) The Bebop c rew: J et Black, Faye Valentine, Edward Wong
and Spike Siegel.

Poetry

Barined

. Continued from Page 23

Continued from Page 23
Another website, protestrecords.com, created by Sonic
Youth's Thurston Moore, features songs from mainstream
bands like R.E.M. 's "Last
Straw" and the Beastie Boys'
" In a World Gone Mad," along
with songs by independe nt
artists. The. site is also expecting songs from Mudhoney and
Zach de Ia Rocha, former lead
singer of Rage Against the
Machine.
Like I said earlier, I respect
everyone's right to choose
their music. And yes, any TV
or radio station has the right to
play anything they want. But
the station should make those
choices · based on input from
their a udience and not the
political beliefs of the executives who run the station. T his
isn't a hard concept, it 's a sim-

pie media rule- keep your
audience happy.
But if the TV and radio stations really want to be sensitive to their audience, I have a
few suggestions.
R . Kelly, w ho has been
indicted on child pornography
charges, should have his songs
pulled from the play lists until
he is either found not guilty or,
if convicted, they should be
pulled permanently.
Eminem's songs should be
on the list because he manages
to insult all groups, including
women and homosexuals .
And fi nally, Avril Lavigne
should be included . Not
because she really upsets any
group of people, but simply
because she insu lts anyone
w ith ears and halfway decent
taste.

Cleary graduated last fall w ith a Bache lor of Arts
degree in poetry. H e plans. to pursue a Master of
Fine Arts in poetry at Columbia starting in the fa ll
semester.
Each school makes their own choices and nominations for presenters. Columbia tends to choose
upperclassmen, but not all schools participating
follow the same practice.
Guy Trayling, a freshman studying creative
writing and pe rformance at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago said, " I' m excited someone
thinks my writing is good e nough."
Trayling said he is nervo~ to perform, but it is a
good pressure to have. He said, "Any place I can
find a place to read I am more than happy to read at."
" Each school has d ifferent aesthetics whi ch
change from year to year," Trigilio said. He said
the fes tival is not only for the stude nts, but for the
programs to come together as well.
Kate Klein, a senior at Roosevelt University
studying Eng lish and maj oring in creative writing
said she is excited to see what other people are writing. " Everyone has a different style and I like to see
what people tnink about my sty le," Klein said.

"The range of poetry readings you see is phenomenal," Trigilio said of previous festivals. He
said it is important to have a diversity of voices
and to get an outs ider ' s feedback.
Other presente rs at the poetry fest ival include:
Jam ie Foltz, National-Louis Un iversity; April
Kopp, Un.ix~r.s i ty o f Chi cago; Doug las Hahn,
Loyola Univers ity; Brandon ,, Morto(\,_ C hicago
State University; Zoran Panjak, Uni vc;.r~iJ.Y o f
Illinois at Chic'ago;, ,l\>lichael Tortorich, DePaul
University ; and Andrew Rawson, Northwestern
•~, ,_
Univers ity.
"This event reaches out to the enti re , c;_hicago
community," Trig ilio said. "T he poets are connec;ting with the audience; there is no barrier between
the a udience and the poets."
" [T he festival] has been e verything we have
wanted it to be," Triglio said, " a non-competiti ve
ce lebration of poetry."
. Immediately following th.; poetry readi l)g~ ,w i ll
be a catered reception. Admission is free and the
fest ival is open to the public. For more information
about the festival, call Tony Trigili ~ at (3 12) 34481 38.
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New text video game takes you inside
Chicago's World's Fair
By Nick Wadhams
Associated Press
NEW YORK-So consumed was Peter
Nepstad by the 1893 Chicago World's Fair
that he spent four years of nights and weekends programming its every facet into a computer game.
The result is 1893: A World's Fair Mystery,
whose idea is surprisingly rare for computer
games-the meticulous recreation of a real
place, down to the smallest detail.
That Nepstad, who made the game entirely
by himse lf, brought the fair so vividly to life
is an achievement more impressive because
there is not a single piece of animation or
motion-capture video in the game.
A World's Fair Mystery is a text adventure.
Computer garners usually fall into two
camps when it comes to so-called "interactive
fiction." There are those who wistfully remember it as the greatest symbol of gaming's
promise back in the early 1980s, the singlecelled organism at the start of an evolutionary
chain still unmatched for its simple elegance.
And then there are garners who revile it as
a tedious, obtuse, stupid frustration whose
creators seemed intent on driving garners into
conniptions of fury. ·
A Worlds· Fair Mystery, thankfully,
inspires mo(~ fee lings · associated with the
fol!'ler category. You play a detective on the
'trai l-ofa d iamond thief. But the•real character
here, and the real story; is the fair itself.
The only _graphics you'll get are still photos
that date <from the fair, an event that for its
tim!! 'produced something unseen anywhere
in the world. It was an amalgam of architectural sty les and oddities from the then-exotic
' lands of Asia and Africa, and above all a testament to the rising might of America and
Chicago.
1
" •Nepst'ad's job of re-creating the fair was
formidable, but also easy because the fair was
' aocumented extensively with what was then
a grouridoreaking new technology; Kodak's
portable camera.
Whoever catalogued the fair was about as

meticulous as Nepstad: There are pictures of
every sculpture, exhibition hall, fake village,
restaurant and pathway, and Nepstad has
included it all.
The pictures provide an exact and rustic
feel to the game without robbing your imagination of room . to roam over a world that
exists almost entirely inside your head.
It's tough not to like, partly because the
puzzles are generally logical and unobtrusive.
I got the most delight just wandering around,
taking a tour programmed into the game,
looking at every possible object and reading
the bountiful dessription of each.
Every time I did so, I marveled even more
at how much passion Nepstad put into the
game. A technical writer, he said he has long
been fasc inated by the World's Fair-fascinated enough to make the game and distribute
it on his own nickel. Copies are avai lable on
his website for $19.95.
A World's Fair Mystery suffers a few of the
o ld text adventures' faults.
They went extinct in part because it was
easy to get lost unless garners meticulously
drew out maps of the game world. A rare few
players found that enjoyable; the rest quickly
fled to the far more navigable graphic adventures that had begun appearing in force.
But nitpicking with 1893 seems profane.
A car lover wouldn't, for example, complain
that a 1968 Ford Fairlane gets worse mileage
than his new Toyota Prius, or doesn't protect
urban cowfolk as well as the Hummer H2.
A World's Fair Mystery proves convincingly that the best games aren 't about razzledazzle special effects or cheap gimmickry.
They're about story, character, and especially
here-location, location, location.
Nepstad's creation is a wonderful journey
back to the heady, early days of gaming,
when the best titles, though they could tit on
a floppy disk, painted beautiful pictures with
words.
Don 't fret about system requirements. " I
haven't actually been able to locate a computer on which it wouldn 't run," Nepstad
said.

Alexandroff
-Con-tlnue-:-:-dfr---::omP:----age-=--23- - - Depicting a performance by a hip-hop
artist, the blue painting "captures an
actual moment that took place
through the filtration of myse lf as an
artist," Mayer said.
Mayer said he used the name
"Alchemy" to represent his opinion on
the current state of hip-hop. "Early
alchemists were divided into two
brands," Mayer said ; one group
believed alchemy was a "spiritual
process," while others saw it as simply
"the transformation of metal into gold."
This is similar to the two "schools"
of hip-hop that exist today, according
to Mayer. "One school [of artists]
chases money and fame," while the
other school seeks "heightened consc iousness" through the music.
Next to "Alchemy," a listening station was avail able with an audio presentation by Paul Williams, an instrumental music major. Titled "Alone till
it is Love: An Anagram," the improvised piece featured "small or short
music ideas looped over and over,
which is s im ilar to minimalism,"
Wi ll iams said.
Overall , ·willi ams said he was
pleased with the experience. " I plan to
make music for the rest of my life,"
Williams said. "This gave me a
chance and forced me to compose
something."
Meredith Accardi created a collage
composed of " newspaper clippings,

Polaroids, photographs, plastic wrap,
Xeroxes, oil paint, glass, metal and
rubber cement." The combination of
these elements "create a message that
visually communicates power in our
society and throughout the world,"
according to Accardi . "Art, I believe,
is my generation's biggest asset and
we must utilize it in every aspect for
as long as w~ can," Accardi said. " I
want my piece to affect people."
According to Bill Hayashi, director
of Senior Seminar, the judges used
specific criteria when choosing the
winners. "Social significance and the
depth of personal meaning [are
important]," Hayashi said. " The artist
also must be aware of his or her audience, which shows [the judges] how
well the piece works."
The reception turned out to be a success, according to Hayashi. "There
was a lot of interest in the art ists '
statements," Hayashi said. This exhibit "gave us a window into the intention
and spirit of the [students'] work."
A $400 cash prize was awarded to
Kelsie Huff for her performance piece
titled, "Papa Smurf is Dead." Other
winners included a three-way tie for
second
place,
including
Joe
Compean's photograph and protest
sign titled "A Small Sign of Hope,"
D.B. Mann's video titled Revealing
Persephone, and Ben Mayer's painting titled "Alchemy."
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Third Generation - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 3 12-427-1898
www .central -camera .com -email: sales@cent ral- came ra .com
We Open @ 8 :30 AM, 6 D a ys a Week
New Equipment
Digital, 35mm, APS &
Medium Fomat

Photography
Books

Gadget Bags &

Backpacks

Film & Processing,
Projection Bulbs

Digital Film
Scanners,
Printers,
And Digital
Camera
Accessories

Binoculars

35mm&

Medium
Format
Accessories
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Tripods&

lighting Equipment

All This And Much, Much, More . . .
Make Central Camera Your One Stop Source For All Your Photographic Needs
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Reprimand
7 Pompous fool
10 Son of Adam
14 lnvenlor Gray
15 Deer mama
16 Tiresome one
17 Time to eat
19 Gobi's continent
20 Davis of "Thelma
& Louise'
21 Dazed states
23 Hollywood
figure
25 Under control
27 Org. of Flyers
and Jets
28 Fragrant bloom
30 Bear and Berra
34 100 square
meters
35 'Aespecr singer
Franklin
37 Astronauts' grp.
38 N.T. book
39 Once exlsled
40 Tax leiters
42 Gullible dupe
43 Den
45 Handled
47 Inside info
48 Crcero, e.g.
50 Smallesl
possible
51 Cheering word
52 Singing paris
54 London dislricl
55 Feed
receplacles
58 Dine at home
61 Passageway
62 Mall slairways
66 Prod
67 By way of
68 Hawairan dress
69 Resling spol
70 Solar
71 Beach soulh ol
Clearwaler
DOWN
I Plot lor roses

2 Aclor Wallach
3 Playground
game
4 Actor Ed
5 Old pronoun
6 Merit
7 Brouhaha

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good areal Fenced \
yard and close to schools and church. $575 we run credit check-no
section 8. 773-255-3458
Faith Productions seeks male dancers for gospel musical play.
Pay included. Call Faith Diggs 312-666-0892
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part
time hours. 847-670-0871
Experienced professional secretary available for typing, proof
reading, re-works, etc. Call708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell) or
email: janisbiz@yahoo.com.
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn
around. (References available)
Solutions
3 l 3 d l s

8 Waters off
Vietnam

9 Spanish
missionary
Junipero
10 Desert
11 Anjou's cousin
12 Keystone State
port
13 Idyllic meadows
18 Former
Ethiopian ruler
22 Even one
23 Entanglements
24 Menace
26 Journalist
Hentoff
28 Jurrsprudence
29 Gershwin and
Levin
31 Gourmet
32 O.T. prophet
33 Greek lyric
poet
36 Part of B.A.
41 Barfly
44 Small brook
.46 Moray _
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49 Mechanical
tooth

53 Malibu or Velte
54 Prepare to take
nolice
55 Like so
56 Uncommon

"·
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l

s
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1 3
3 8

57 Gymnast Korbut
59 Charity
60 Tightly
strelched

63 Hep dude
64 Cart track
65 Bring 10 court

South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, W/0 in
unit, indoor parking, fireplace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com
JOIN THE WAR ON CRIME! LADIES, DONT GET CAUGHT
OUT IN THE DARK ALONE! PROTECT YOURSELF!
WWW.SIGNALZERODEFENSE.COM SIGNAL ZERO DEFENSE
SPRINGHILL, FL. 34606 352-279-0349
Are you building your dream or someone else's? Own your
own business. No inventory, no telemarketing . Mentoring/training
provided. We're looking for key business minded individUals
to partner with. Are you willing to work harder for yourself then
for someone else. Change your family tree. 404-218-7714.
· DePaul Area - 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath A/C no pets. Immediate or May
1 occupancy. Laundry Room on site $1545 Linda 630-574-8124

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY 25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL .
312-344-7432 FO~
MORE INFORMATION.
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FREE TICKETS!
From the Director of "Best In Show" and "Waiting for Gunman"

BACK TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME, AGAIN.

A IGHTY
~~I~IIU~~WHIITIN Im!Wml~ ~: lll~~~ffiffi ~~m Im~~ MIOWl m~~I~IW~~[ UVY I~DWlMclfANI tMHffill ~'UI Allfffi m~UI~W!Dffi ltl~G~
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·

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a·
special showing of A MIGHTY WIND on Tuesday, April 15th at Landmark's Century Centre Cinemas.

ITHIS FILM IS RATED "PG·13" FOR SEX RELATED HUMOR. I
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. Employees of all promotional partners,
their agencies, and those who have received a ~ass within the last 90 days are not eligible.

IN THEATRES WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16TH!
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'Star Trek' franchise
future unknown
By Allan Johnson

Tribune Wire Services
When "Star Trek" premiered in
1966, William Shatner, as Capt.
James T. Kirk, stated the Federation
starship Enterprise's "five-year mission to explore strange new worlds,
to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man
has gone before."
When the spinoff series "Star
Trek: The Next Generation" premiered in 1987, Patrick Stewart, as
Enterprise Capt. Jean-Luc Picard,
uttered the same manifesto,
reworked in pan so that the "fiveyear" mission became a "conti nuing" one.
But five series, JO.movies and
countless book, cartoon and comic
book interpretations later, many say
the 37-year-old franchise's "continuing mission" may in fact be discontinuing, based in part on poor
box office returns for the movie Star
Trek: Nemesis and falling ratings for
the television series, UPN's
"Enterprise."
The "Trek" franchise is facing
new challenges to its popularity that
its prod4cers, as well as industry
watchers and fans, believe are worse
than a war with the Klingon Empire.
"I think [producers) might want
to take a breath and reflect on what
they've done all these years," said
Kate Mulgrew, who for seven seasons played Startleet Capt. Kathryn
Janeway on UPN's "Star Trek:
Voyager.:• "'Trek' fatigue" may be
flartly to blame for the franchise's
uncertain future," said Starlog magazine editor David McDonnell.
Understandable,
considering
there are hundreds of hours of
iiTrek" television, starting with the
syndicated "Next Generation" in
1987, and continuing with the syndicated "Deep Space Nine" in 1993,
~PN's "Voyager'' in 1995 and
uPN's "Enterprise" in 2001.
J And this doesn't include the 80
~pi sodes of the origi nal NBC
1966--1969 series or NBC's
Saturday morning cartoon starting
in 1973 with the original actors
voicing their characters.
Some I0 years -after "Star Trek"
went off the air, Slar Trek- n,e

Motion Picture bowed in 1979, the
first of I 0 films that would deal with
two separate crews roaming the
galaxy in a massive spaceship bearing the name Enterprise.
The film series generated more
than S I billion.
However, Nemesis, the fourth
film to feature the "Next
Generation" cast, only made $43
million at the box office after its
December 2002 premiere, by far the
poorest showing for a "Trek" film.
"I don't even know if Paramount
can even explain it," said Paul
Dergarabedian, president of the
tracking firm, Exhibitor Relations,
of · Nemesis'
performance.
(Paramount officials wouldn't comment).
"It was very disappointing," said
Rick Berman, executive producer
and guiding light of the franchise.
"The reason for it is very hard to put
a finger on."
Besides a dwindling fan base that
is getting older, many questioned
opening Nemesis only a few days
before The Lord of the Rings: ·The
Two Towers, and a few weeks after
the huge opening of Harry Paller
and the Chamber ofSecrets.
"I think that could have hurt us,
but I don't want to blame it on that,"
Berman said.
Meanwhile, "Enterprise" ended
its 2001-02 season averaging 5.8
million viewers, higher than the 4.6
million that tuned in to "Voyager''
during its last season on UPN.
But the series, about the first crew
of the starship Enterprise I00 years
before Capt. Kirk, is now averaging
4.3 million viewers.
Ratings are down across the
board for UPN, Dawn Ostroff, the
networks entertainment president
admitted. Plus, the excitement for
""Enterprise's" premiere has leveled
off.
" If you follow the pattern of
many of the 'Star Trek' series,
'Voyager,' 'Enterprise,' so-on and
so-forth, many of them have a very
similar pattern, in that they start off
in a very strong condition, and then
they start to come down and settle
into the core viewers," Ostroff said.
"We were realistic about where the
numbers would be this year."
Berman said that "Star Trek" sat-

Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures

The popular 'Star Trek' character Data had his fate sealed when he
was killed in the latest film 'Star Trek: Neme"s is.'
uration is a reality.
"When 'The Next Generation'
began, it was the first 'Star Trek'
show in 20 years," he explains.
"(Enterprise is) the fourth 'Star
Trek' show in 15 years." Almost
600 episodes have been done since
''Next Generation,'' he added . .
Between 1992 and 1999, there
were two "Trek" shows on the air"Next Generation" and "Deep
Space 9" from 1992 to 1994, and
"Deep Space 9" and "Voyager''
from 1994 to 1999. And as soon as
."Voyager'' went away in the spring
of 200 I, "Enterprise" followed in
the fall.
"It might have been a better idea,"
McDonnell said, "if 'Voyager' had
ended and 'Enterprise' didn't start
right up, even though ' Enterprise' is
good"-a notion Berman agreed
with.
" l'mjust tired ofleamingabouta
whole new set of characters with
new characteristics," said Michael
Cornett, professor of communications at Loyola University, and a
"Trek" fan.
Kristine Huntley of Evanston, Ill.,
moderates an "Enterprise" chat on
www.trekbbs.com. Talk among fans
is of"discontent" with the series.
"It's kind of a little static," said
Hun!ley, 25. "It's just very the opposite of the ideal of the original 'Star
Trek,' which was groundbreaking,
and it would challenge people's
ideas and do stories that
were really the allegories
of things that were happening in our world.
"On
'Enterprise,'
they' re still doing space
stories, of course, but
they're not groundbreak-

ing, they're not thought-provoking,
they're not challenging to a viewer
and a viewer's idea."
Cornett added that, "each series
has had to offer some things that
were new. And that would be a real
challenge to come up with something new now."
In addition, the franchise has
competition.
"It's not just 'Star Trek' anymore," McDonnell said. "Back in
the '70s, there wasn't a lot of science-fiction on television. So you
had to be bloody grateful that there
was 'Buck Rogers in the 25th
Century.'
"There's so much other sciencefiction on television" now,
McDonnell said of shows such as
"The X-Files," "Buf!Y the Vampire
Slayer," "Angel," "Stargate SG-1"
and more.
"Star Trek's" most visible presence is obviously through TV.
"Staying true to the heart ofthe franchise while reinventing it is the key
to keeping a franchise viable for
years and years to come," said
Thomas Vitale, senior vice president-acquisitions, scheduling and
program planning for the Sci-Fi
Chennel.
"1 think killing Kirk (in Star Trek
Generation) hurt the franchise a little bit. Series that end bad don't
always repeat or work as well in
syndication.
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"But now you've killed Kirk and
you've killed Data (the popular
"Next Generation·· android character in Nemesis). so when you watch
the old repeats. it isn't as much fun
to watch these characters that you
know end tragically:·
With all the talk about how
impaired the 'Trek" franchise is,
many still feel it is an endl,lling one
that can be a sustaining force for
years come.
"My 'Janeway' answer to that
would be 1 certainly hope [the franchise isn't dying)," said Mulgrew,
who contends that "Trek" is "the
only science fiction on television
that is essentially mythology with a
moral epicenter."
"1 think you will always see a
passion for the content," said
Kathryn Thomas, assosciate director for Chicago-based media buyer,
Starcom Entertianment. "'Star Trek'
will continue to [have a presence in
licensing and merchandise) because
at its heart and core there is such a
loyal fan base."
So for now, the viability of
"Trek" rests with "Enterprise."
"1 think we're turning in wonderful programs" Berman said, "and I
think we made the right choice
doing a prequel, and going back to
the beginning, to the kind of Right
Stuff time where people are truly
going where no man has gone
before."
"The re-imagining and re-creating and starting from a new point
has been, 1 think, a great shot in the
arm for it," said Scott Bakula, who
plays Enterprise Capt. Jonathan
Archer on the series.
"How we go from here in year
two and move through, hopefully, a
few more years of this and take the
franchise to kind of a new place, is
really in the hands of Rick and
Brannon." (Braga, the show's cocreator and executive producer with
Berman).
Bakula added, "Our mission was
a peaceful· exploration. Well, that's
great, but 1don't know that you can
build that kind of TV series in this
day and age for a long period of
time. So 1 think what you're going
to see is a different kind of energy
come into the show that's going to
give it a little more weight."

''SEE THIS SHOW!''
-E! Entertainment News

STARTING MARCH 16SUNDAY PERFORMANCES AT 1,4+7!

BLUE

MAN

GROUP

SHOW SCHEDULE
Wed+Thu 8pm
Fri7+10pm.Sat4. 7+10pm
Sunday 4+7pm
Schedule &ubject to che n oe.

I

CONTACT INFORMATION
Box Office 773. 34B .4000
~ 312.902 .1500
tick etmaster.com

Group Sakts 773.348.3300

BRIAR STREET THEATRE 3 133 N orth Halsted Chicago
1 .800.BLUEMAN b l ueman .com

Student Rush TICkets may be purchased at the box office with a valid student 10 2 hours before show time.

2 tickets per 10. SubjeCt to ava1labillty.

o_,.._..._......-..-.
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SHOWING!
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638 S. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 'til 11 All Week
Also serving a full menu of fabulous Italian specialties/

OH Any [~rge
Pat's Pizza

.E
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Open late hours
· 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM
Saturdays till 5 AM
World Famous Buffalo Wings
Featuring 12 Beers on T,ap

312-427-2787
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PARIS Por
EURAIL PASSES Prom
HIP HOTELS Prom

$249

Example sentence: _ · ,,

Because John had a minuscule amount of moneyi- •.
saved for college, he wenf to wqrk at4Ups an:d re?etv,~d

$18

(domescic and lncernaCional)

*

up to $23,000 in College Financial Assistance.

eHplore north america
USA • CANADA • HAWAII
backpacking, cruises.

~ours

and more

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

siJ4

Ear n $8.50 per hour, 'With Increases of
after 90 days and 504 after one year
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks
Consistent Work Scliedule • Paid vacations
Excellent Benefits (Medical/life & 401 K) ,

NORTHBROOK

PALATINE

2525 Shermer Road
(Shermer & Wdlow Rds.}
Ph: 847-480·6788

2100 N. Hicks Road
(Hicks & Rand Rds.)
Ph : 847·705· 6025

ADDISON
• 1 00 S. Lombard Road

· < (Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)
Ph: 630-628· 3737

"

To inquire about part·time Package Handler opportunities;
please call our faci~ties direct, or call our 24 hour jobline at: • ·

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

.1·888·4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
(Este servicio telef6nico esta diaponible en espaftol)
Equal Opportunity Employer

-

.upsjobs.com/dlicago

Give the gift of life to an infertile couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals!

• Special need for Caucasian d onors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of 20-30
• Completely anonymous

847.656.8733
•

•

•

f or More l n f ormu t• qn

•

~
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CITYBFAT
Scuba shop remains solid as economy takes dive
0 Magnum Sc u ba serves as South
Loop's link to t he ocean
By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor
There's a portal to the ocean hidden in the South Loop.
Just two blocks west of Lake Michigan, around the comer
from the Bu~am Park Pet Hospital and up a small, narrow sta1rway JUSt off of East II th Street, there's a passport
to another world.
Thousands of miles away from the nearest ocean Mike
Parnell's Magnum Scuba-at 14 E. lith St.-has ~nan
u~likely fixtu_re_ in the South Loop for eight years. And,
w1th the. dechnmg drop in the economy and a depleting
mterest m travel after 9/1 1, maintaining a scuba shop can
prove to be a challenging endeavor.
At first glance, the colorful rack of travel magazines and
the deep blue underwater mural covering the wall in the
entrance of the shop could lead one to believe that
Magnum Scuba is simply a good place to book a cruise or
get some infonnation on a traditional summer fam ily
vacation to the Florida Keys.
But the plethora of photos fi lled with smiling divers that
are spread throughout the store gives it away.
. Offering an array of diving classes and deep-sea expeditions, Magnum Scu_ba ~ters to a niche that beckons just
enough mystery and mtngue to attract a healthy clientele.
And that. clientel_e ~- include ~ybody as long as they
show an Interest m d1vmg, accordmg to Mike Parnell, the
owner of Magnum Scuba, who takes pride in the fact that
he and his small, dedicated staff will teach anyone how to
become a skilled diver no matter what their initial level of
their skill is.
"11" you make a commitment to di ving, we' ll make a
commitment to you," said Mike Parnell, who has been a
certified master dive instructor for nearly 15 years and currently teaches diving at Northwestern University.
Parnell started hi s first " dive shop" in 1982 in
Maywood, Ill. to take a break from life and put to use the
acti vity that he's loved ever since he was a child.
At the time, divi ~g was a popular pastime activity, so
Parnell doubled busmess and moved the shop to St. Croix.

Then, just over eight years ago, Hurricane Hugo hit the
island, and Parnell decided that it was time to move back
home to Chicago.
Sitting in the back office of the present Magnum Scuba,
the only one left remaining of his three stores, Parnell
seems like he runs the place virtually by himself. None of
his staff is on payroll. Working like "contractors" Parnell
said, the eight or I 0 people who have worked ~ith him
since the 1980s get paid for the work that they do as thev
do it. And Parnell stressed that, even though he facilitates
everything, they do a lot of the work-from running the
web site, to teaching classes, to hosting diving trips.
"I think it's a terrific shop," said Evelyn Jones a dive
master and travel coordinator at Magnum Scuba. :'It adds
diversity to the South Loop that nobody else offers."
Ted Melant has worked as an instructor at the shop since
1986. Parnell was the one who certified Melant to teach
and the two have been friends ever since.
'
" I lo~e the activity so .much," he said. "[Magnum
Scuba] IS there to teach people to enjoy the underwater
world."
Parnell 's love for diving is apparent as soon as he utters
the word. With a huge grin, he talked about his many trips
aro~nd the world as a diving instructor, the history of his
busmess and the large offering of programs he has to teach
anyone to learn and love to dive.
Even if someone walked in off the street-according to
Parnell, they often do-and said they wanted to dive
Parnell would place them in a class the next day.
'
Beginners start out with classroom work and lectures to
prep them on the safety that an activity like diving .constantly demands of its participants. Students then hit the
pool for their first taste of a simulated diving experience.
Magnum Scuba offers seven- and three-day intensive
classes for basic diving certification, but if a student still
needs more work after the sessions are over, Parnell will
continue to train them free of charge.
Ev~'?' ye~, Parnell and his staff take groups of student
on d1vmg tnps all over the world. At the beginning of
every year, the Magnum Scuba asks their clients where
they would like to travel, and based on their suggestions,
the trips are set up. The last expedition explored the depths
ofThailand in 16 days for a cost of$2,700.
Parnell even offers a savings system for clients to book
a spot on the trip in advance and pay for it in small incre-

Brian Mo<owczynskVChronicle

Mike Parnell, owner of Magnum Scuba, has been a
master diving instructor for nearly 15 years.
ments up until they go.
As a result of the decline in tourism Magnum Scuba is
one of the last scuba or dive shops left in Chicago. This
year alone, II shops have closed.
But, ':".ith a.database full of customers and a 1,000-person ma1lmg hst, Parnell feels comfortable with his store
being in the emerging South Loop neighborhood.
"We want to expand to the islands," he said.
Once the economy brightens, Parnell aspires to use his
present store as a feeder for a store he plans to open closer to the ocean. He also plans to put a diver boat in Lake
Michigan so his clients can finally explore the nearly
1,000 sunken boats beneath the lake's surface.
"I'm living my dream," he said.

A small group of about slx activists gathered on March 18 to protest the killing of a
U.S. woman In .occupied Palestinian territory two days earlier.
Rachel Corne, 23, was run over by an Israeli bulldozer driver attempting to raze a
Palestinian home. The activists contend that Corrie was doing nothing to provoke the
attack, but a spokesman for the Israeli Defense Forces told Ha'.aretz news paper that she
was part of a g r~up "acting very irresponsibly, putting everyone hi danger." Corrie was
weanng a red wmdbreaker In ptctures taken by the International Solidarity Movement of

b~~~~b~~ ~~-~~

.

Members of the ISM a nd other activist organizations demonstrated in front of the
Consulate General of Israel to the Midwest at 111 E. Wacker Dr., starting at noon. Hooshi
Dara, one of the protesters, held up a poster with pictures of Corrle-and several of her
deatl!-glued to il
. ·
Matt Gaines, 26, said he organized the event. Gaines Is a member of the Chicago
Coalition Against War and Racis m, and said the protest was a call to the Israeli government to Investigate Corrie's death.
"Rachel's death has hit many of us very-hard," Gaines said. "While we understand that
thousands of Palestinians have been killed, seeing someone who decided to give up
their own comforts here and risk their life to help the defenseless really brings home the
brutality of the occupation."
·

-Georgia Evdoxiadis
t

Brian Mo<owczynskVChronicle

·O,FF the BLOTTER

Brian Mo<owczynsl<UCh

Studs Terkel honors scholarship winners, Meghan Just and Genna
Gintzig at the 14th Anniversary Studs Terkel Media Awards Benefit.

• A gas station in the 1200 block of South
Wabash Avenue was reportedly robbed on
Ma':Ch 16 at 7:50p.m. But, no one at BP gas
stat1on, the only business of that kind in the
area, could confirm that the incident
occurred.
• A car was stolen from the First District
Police Department's parking lot on March
19 at I :45 a .m.
• Aggravated battery was reported in the
600 block of South State Street on March 15
at 10: 13 p.m. A sim ilar crime was reported
the same day in an alley in the 600 block of
South State Street at 3:30p.m.
• O n March I 7, simple battery in the 600
block of South State Street was reported at
9:15 p.m .

• On March 13, $90 was stolen from
Movietime Home Video, 900 S. Wabash
Ave., according to Shane Stanley, an
employee at the store. The theft was reported at 3:30 p.m.
• A similar incident was reported on March
14. In the 600 block of South State Street,
more than $300 was sto len.
• Criminal trespass was reported at a grocery store in the 1200 block of South
Wabash Avenue on March 14 at 4:24 p.m.
• A weapons violation occurred in the 600
block of South Wabash Avenue on March
14. It was reported at 7:39 p.m.
Compiled by Lisa Balde through data provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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Applications can be picked up In the Student Leadership Office (11M
S. Wabash) or the student organizational "hub" (Lower Level),
Student Activities and Leadership Office (623 8. Wabash, 3rd Floor),
or from your departmental senator. All applications must be turned In
no later than April 15 0 5100 pm.
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Da Bears, Bulls together at last
0
Comiskey home plate,
curse of Billy Goat included in
sports nostalgia
By Nicole Caraglannldes
Staff Writer
For those Chicago sports fans who want to
look back at the glory days, a new exhibit allows
them to admire six Chicago Bulls' championship
trophies, the Chicago Bears' Super Bowl and
NFL championship trophy and the Chicago
Fire's championship trophy under one roof.
The Chicago Historical Society's new exhibition "Chicago Sports! You Shoulda Been There"
allows fans to take a nostalgic trip through
Chicago sports history.
The 6,000-square-foot gallery is divided into
four areas that represent the stadiums of
Chic_ago-;-Wrigley Field, Comi skey Park,
Soldier F1eld, and the Chicago Stadium/Un ited
Cen_ter. The e_xhibit ion boasts an impressive collection of Chicago sports memorabilia that society officials sa id have never been shown together.
" Chicago Sports" is more than a collection of
pictures and trophies. The exhibits were
designed to remind people of their lives and
community during the time period.
·:we didn 't want people to walk in and just see
artifacts-we wanted people to connect with the
stories," said ~ommunicat ions manger, Marty
Cusack. He sa1d that "Chicago Sports" is the
result of fi ve years of hard work by the employees of the CHS.
Some of the pieces shown are part of the CHS,
but many are on loan rrom the teams, private collectors or, in some cases, the players themselves.
. Walking .into the exhibit, the first area highlights the history of Soldier Field. Although most
people picture the Chicago Bears when they
think of Soldier Field, the Bears did not start

playing there until 1970. The pictures on the wall
showcase some of the events the stadium hosted
before it became the home of the Bears, such as
rodeos and ski jumping. The section also holds
one of the two theaters that show a documentary
on the Chicago stadiums made by the History
Channel.
The next area is dedicated to Comiskey Park.
Th is section contains pictures of the 1919
Blacksox in court with their lawyers. It also has
Shoeless Joe Jackson's signed affidavit.
There are also pictures from the first All-Star
Game that was played in Comiskey in 1933,
which was originally held to attract fans from the
World's Fair that was being held in Chicago at
the same time.
The exhibit features the home plate from the
old Comiskey Park, which was tom down in
1990 to make way for the park now known as
U.S. Cellular Field.
Through a corridor that is meant to look Iike a
CTA tra in car, you enter the Wrigley Field area.
Among interesting tidbits about the history of
Wrigley is the story of the curse of the Billy
Goat.
William Sianis went to the fourth game of the
World Series in 1945 with his goat, Murphy, and
was asked to leave; he was so upset that on his
way out he put a hex on the team. The Cubs went
on to lose that game and eventually the World
Series, the last time the Cubs made it to the
series.

The last part concerns the Chicago stadium . It
houses three autographed Michael Jordan jerseys, his Olympic team jersey, his Birmingham
Barons minor league baseball jersey and his No.
45 Bulls jersey. The Chicago stadium also hosted the Harlem Globetrotters who, despite their
name, were founded in Chicago.
The "Chicago Sports" exhibit will run until
Jan. 25, 2004. The Chicago Historical Society is
located at 160 I N. Clark St. Admission is $5.00
for adults, $3.00 for students ( 13-22) and seniors
(65 an older). For more information, call (3 12)642-4600 or visit www.chicagohs.org.

Pub stands up to gentrification
they turned the dilapidated property into a restau0 Where ' a workingman 's
rant that served neighborhood and Loop patrons.
palace ' once stood , South loop
The top floors of the building, 70 I S. State St.,
house the Carter Hotel, which rents rooms to sinClub remains

By Usa A. Skoczen
Contributing Writer
Chicago's South Loop has been home to many
businesses and restaurants that have come and
gone, but at least one building has stood the test of
time. Since 1988, the comer of South State Street
and East Balbo Drive has been home to the South
Loop Club, a neighborhood restaurant and sports
bar.
The owners, Nick Vranas and his brother Leo,
purchased the building in 1986 after the bui lding
had been vacant for 25 years. They fixed it up and
tried to sell it.
Due to the location and other factors, including
the Pacific Garden Mission at 646 S. State St., no
one would purchase it, Nick Vranas said. Instead,

Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle

Natalija Vers inina and Thomas Jones are part of
the wait staff at the South Loop Club, a neighborhood pub since 1988.

gle-month tenants only.
The building's history can be traced back to the
1930s, when an Italian family owned the property.
During the 1950s, the Carter Hotel was a "showboat lounge."
"It was a working man's palace," Vranas said. "It
had dancing girls, (a) bar and entertainment." Years
later, the first floor was changed into a barbershop.
The changing demographics of the South Loop,
along with Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley's
avid plan to clean up the cit)', have spawned a gentrification effort in the South Loop.
."(The bar is) really misplaced demographically,"
said Joseph Belknap, a worker at the bar. "But it's a
local establishment and it's really busy at night."
With the building of the condominiums along
State Street and the construction of the University
Cent~r of Chicago, the South Loop is changing
drastJcally. Because of its proximity to the Pacific
Garden Mission, there are many homeless people in
the area.
"The homeless are a bother. Black, white, it doesn't matter," Vranas said.
The clientele of the South Loop ranges from the
middle-aged to college students, neighborhood residents to police officers and construction workers.
As the years progressed, Vranas said they
changed the menu to adapt to the customers' liking.
Nights are the busiest time because it's a sports bar
especially when there are college or playoff game~
scheduled.
Hanging on the wall is a large sign promoting a
college basketball game with beer specials and raffles for those who come to watch.
On a typical Friday night at the South Loop Club,
patrons who are JUSt gettmg off work will come in
to grab a bite to eat, hang at the bar and catch the
game.
"I recognize the regulars. I like talking to the
tourists," said Cheryl Porter, a waitress at the
restaurant.
When there are events in the Loop, such as
parades, festi vals and races, business booms.

In the Loop ...

Chris Coates
News Editor
The tourists were scared. Their trip up the Magnificent Mile
suddenly turned ugly. Now a cavalry of police vehicles, horses, officers, protesters, camera crews and onlookers blocked
the route to their hotel. And they thought Baghdad was fearsome.
Beneath the Water Tower, a homeless fellow made another
round. A police officer, clad in a flak jacket, smoked a cigarette. The helicopters circled over Lake Michigan as thousands
of protesters became trapped.
Looking at the steps (or lack thereof) that police officials
took in preparing for the protest, one would hardly know the
impact of Abbey Hoffinan or the Haymarket Riots on
Chicago's history.
Back in November, Chicago Police officials said they spent
weeks (and millions of dollars) strategizing exactly how they
would handle the onslaught of thousands of TransAtlantic
Business Dialogue protesters in the Loop. They planned and
they tested their theories at mock protests at O' Hare.
~nd by the time the real protests rolled around, the Chicago
Pohce handled the thousands of demonstrators with calm
authoritative mi ght. No looting. No dots. Nothing. It was' a
peaceful evening--the polar opposite of the events on March
20.
On that night- the first full day of U.S.-led attacks on
Iraq-tens of thousands took to the streets, initially at the
Federal Building, before closing Lake Shore Drive and amassing at Chicago and Michigan avenues.
~ity the city and its officials-especially the city council,
which moved to oppose a war with Iraq.
If thousands came out of the woodwork for a meager business meeting, who did Superintendent Hillard think would
come out for a declaration of war? Surely, the protesters
would s imply have a latte and call it a night.
What happened was utterly predictable. When the United
States began an unprovoked attack on Iraq, some would
protest- a privilege that is, for the most part, guaranteed by
the Constitution.
The only caveat is this: It cannot disrupt others. A simple
clause, one that is universally understood. Unfortunately, the
war protesters of March 20 violated this crin.k le in the First
Amendment. What good would a protest be if it didn't disrupt?
And herein lies the problem. With the protesters takin$ over
the .streets and city offici~!~ caught utt.erly off guard, Ch1cago
police overreacted-detammg more than 500 folks caught in
the mayhem.
Were the arrests justified? Perhaps. Did the police overreact? Perhaps . Was it right? Absolutely not.
But the scene at Michigan and Chicago avenues was, as
protests tend to be, awfully surreal.
At the foot of the Water Tower, the oruy significant structure
to survive the Chicago fire, and within the grasp of the snobbery of the Magnificent Mile, somehow- through some obvi ous tear in the cosmic lining o f logic-10,000 protesters foun d
themselves trapped between a Walgreens and the Ralph
Lauren store.
But in all of the mayhem, something was potent about this
entire din and screaming: It was democracy at work. Tourists
from North Dakota, working stiffs from Midlothian, college
students in every direction. No matter what s ide you're on, ii
was an impress ive s ight.
However, the novelty wi ll wear off. The anti-war faction
wi ll realize that the troops are not returning. Their voice was
merely a whi sper in the so-called movement to li berate Iraq .
Indeed, the push should now move to s uppo rting our
troops-a group that has more right than any of us to complain about the rigors of war. This will be a hard pill to swal
low for the anti-war group. For some, the fac t that a presidc1
who wasn't elected by them is sending us into a war that wa'
n 't needed is a sad affair.
Then again, knowing your opinion wasn't heard by the Bus
administration should be nothing ne w. Just ask the Uni ted
Notions-they' re dealing with it right now, too.
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Gas fires sparking concern
0
Stati ons warn of
st atic electricity wh ile
f il li ng up
By Janllle M. Miller
Contributing Writer

In a benefit on March
26, attendees honor the
21 victims who died In the
E2 nightclub stampede
last month with a benefit
c:onc:ert entitled 'Triumph
Over Tragedy Memorial
Benefit Concert.'
Sharon Pau (above)
sings Cellne Dlon's 'My
Heart Will Go On" as part
ol the memorial.
Yuneq'ka McNeal and
Wlzdom Mahon (background, left) perform lor
the crowd gathered to
honor the patrons who

died.
The concert was held at
Isaac: Hayes restaurant,
739 N. Clark Sl
DaShand Ray, a former
Columble student, wu
one ol those killed In the
crowd at E2.

Some drivers get shocked when they
puU up to a gas station to refuel their vehicles. Why? Not because of rising gas
prices, but because of a dangerous spark
that could result in a fire when refueling a
running car.
"Although it is rare, this is a serious
problem," said BiU Aeischli, executive
vice president of the Illinois Petroleum
Marketers Association.
In the last few months, several people
have been seriously injured while pumping
gas into their cars, either while the engine
was on or while the key was turned to auxiliary.
In most cases, the driver places the ooz.
zle on automatic and returns to the car as
the tank refuels. When the pump stops, the
driver then reaches for the nozzle and a
static discharge occurs, igniting the vapors
and causing a fire.
FU'St and second degree bums to the
face. hands and upper body are the most
common injuries sustained by f1re.
In many instances. the vehicle completely caught f~re and. in at least two cases
reported by the Petroleum Equipment
Institute, the pump and nearby building
were completely destroyed. There has also
been one death, according to the incident
report listed on PEl's web site.
In cities where winters are brutal. many
people sit in their cars to stay wann while
refueling their gas tank. According to a
March 2003 report by the PEl. most accidents occur between November and
March. During winter months. the air is
drier and static electricity occurs more
often. which can spark a f1re at the point of
refueling.
'1llere nrc currently no Illinois laws
mandating that gas stations display signs to
customers about static danger. It is completely up to the vender," said Brenda Fox.
comptroller for the lPMA.
BP Amoco. headquartered in Chicngo.
recommends turning off the engine before
refueling.
Riliwan Ojelade. assistnnt ITlllll:lger at o
BP Amoco gas station locoted at 122 1 S.
Wabash Ave.. said the static warnings hove
been on pumps at his station since opening
lust summer.
"All we c1u1 n:ully do is post the warn-

ings on the pumps. They [the customers]
have to read the warnings and practice caution around the pumps," Ojelade said.
Several fuel pump manufactures have
taken steps to prevent static sparks from
occurring at pumps. Accurate Tank
Technologies in Naperville manufactures,
services and installs gas hoses with static
discharge wires running through the hoses.
'This works if the tank being pumped
into is metallic, preventing the electrical
bonds from transferring to the nozzle," said
Steve Berning, president of Accurate Tank
Technologies.
A measure that is currently being considered by gas stations is the use of antistatic stickers located on each gas pump
that customer.; would touch before touching the nozzle. This would traasfer any
static electricity that may be on the individual onto the sticker.
However, the anti-static sticker has not
gotten the stamp of approval from PEl
because of fears that the sticker wiU divert
the customer's attention away from signs
warning about other hazards such as smoking at the pump.
According to BP Amoco's web site,
leaying the engine on can cause "electrical
teaks from olct spark plug leads or other
electrical wires can cause a splirlc." There
hove beCili aboul 100 reported cases nationwide of static spark.-fires..i!! the last four
years. Five cases have been"-repQrtec! in
Illinois.
"We want to keep those own~ down,"
Aeischli said Before refueling, Aeischli
suggests talcing a few extra minutes at the
pump to read the warnings that-may be
posted

Despite mission move, radio show won't be 'unshackled'
world. 111 147 different countries und in four lungunges.
Dmm ld ~m 'lllid he h sure thnt the show hus touched
mnre live< then he will ever henr nhout.
"We henr over nnd nver nnd over nguin fro m people
thut suy the shuw relates directly tu their lives. Thnt their
<u fferi n ~t hud hcen chunged hccuusc they pntyed to
Christ." he s1ud.
By Mlc:hael DesEnf1nts
The tdeu fn r "Unshuckled" cume from llnrry Snulnier,
Staff W(rter
whu wn• the <uperintendent nf the homeless shelter over
~() yeur• ugn. lie hcllcvcd thut there were people outside
Altht.up there 1\ UIICCrlllmty ah<JUt the fu ture of the o( the rn1~•lnn thut needed hell'· Donaldson snit!.
1'"'-lfK. ( •arden Ml\\1(111, ullic1al• lwrn the ccnt ury·u ld
" It wus h1s de•lre tu he nhle tu rench people outside of
•hc:lk:r \llld that "Un•hsK.klcd" w11i cnn111rue tu hruudcu•t the mt.. tun. Tn heir, them with unythlng they needed.
Buck then, the hnme e~s were tmuhled whh ukuhollsm.
II\ mc\\asc """'" Ihe j~lul!e every week.
Over lhc llt\1 ~2 year\, "IJ u•huck h:d ," Ihe luu11e•t· nm
'11tey were juhless. hn/~~: lcss, 111111 fSuulnlc.•rl hud the
mns rlld1o •ht1W 111 tn wKkll•t hl\tltry, uccordluiC 111 11• h~~: tlit lc~ tn help," he su d.
weh \lie, 1\ rectlfdcd out uf the l'ucr f1c Oardeu M1u 1uu
l)uuuldsc m snld lhul Snulnler hcllcved thnt the hope.•·
every week.
leu needed u slice nf relil!luwc fnlth; Ill let thr fnith of
The rclrgJ<III\ dtaiWl hll\ lllttd 2,741 \ IIIIW\, IICCIIItllllll Jesus Christ lntu thei r lives.
111 l>udlc:y Dm1aldo<m, the plllj(t:llll 111111111ger lm
Suululcr'• ldeu turned lntu n hnlf·hnur nullu <hnw thut
five m1d u hull ycut\ While u would tukc stnrlc• ul tec.:nvcry nnd u•r cmutluunlllrumu
"1Jn•h114.kk:<r' ''" the
liS 11 lorm
hmndcnst c nt m tnlcuu~ n t. In 1 11 ~ 0.
w•~>d •hare of \ltlflc• hs•vc cunrc •lrlllj(hl ' "'"' the 111i•
\ IIIII, 1W111y t!llrcn hs•vc ~~~~ne from o<1utcc• uwuud lhr "l l ushc~~: klcd" nltcd nn WON AM 111111 cnnt luuc11 t1> ulr
Wllf1<J
live rur fl vc ycnrs. l)nnnldsnn snld.
The '-fly lla\ f>ce11 tty ill!( flrr IICIIIlYc1gh1ycuu IH IIIUVC
l>unnldsuu snit! the shnw Is still ICCIIIIicd nnll pr11·
rtrc: l'~1tl1. Oardcu Ml\\luu f111111 II• l llltclll lucurl1111 111 lw mcd the wuy It wn• 1() ycnts 111111 let 1'1un1uf un IIIIlii•
(,II(, 'I 'ltlllc 'II , '"-'-'"'Iiiii( III l>owrldOHIII
turhnu u( \!CCI[llc 111 the Slnlc Street cnlsslun.
"lu tho ICI(I nnlctj!. we hnd nl ~ •ul lnur ur li ve nctlll''·
"ll,•h~kl~<l" "r~rw l~turd ,,
motIIIII the
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Emotional drama the basis
for longest-running show in radio
history
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someone plnying keyboard. n sound effects person, and,
bock in those dnys. thnt mennt bnnging anything that
mndc n sound.
''The nnnounccr/director tells the story of someone 's
lift . How they grew. When: they came from and how
they got there .. .the nlcohol nhuse nnd nt whut point of
the struggle they henrd the gospcl," he snid.
Although mnny of the stories fiiCC the snme struggles
of dntl!ls und nkohol uhusc. Donnldson snid thnt "every
story is ditTcrent, nod every life is different."
And. ulthoul!lh the city hns plans to ex~d the nc.ighh<>rinl!l Jones Collogo Pnlp unto the mtssion grounds.
OMnldson ~rtid thut "Unshu•·kh:d" und the mission 1\1\'
optimistic they will relocutc uml continue.
"We nre not ~'Onccmtc:U with the dty. We ltro ~'Oilli1knt
tlmt Ood Is In control. not ns or the d tr,. Whothcr it is
here ur somcplncc else, Ood hus 11 phm. • he suid.
"Unsh11cklcd" Is t'CC()t'(kd itt the nuditorium of tho:
mission, und Donnldson llfliCS C'olumhln stttdc.-nts 111
clltend the S11turduy evcmh~j t'C\.'\ll'(lh~» . The sh1>w lli1'11 •1ll
Sunduy11 111 6 p.m. on WMBI FM.
"Pet1plc hnvc contc l'rotn nil twcr lh<' ~'\1\llllry to s~ tho:
pmducllon," ho s11ld. Oonnl•lsnn suid thnt 11 "~"'"'"
m:cnlly visited the ntlli11 shmv's set 111 ~.~tchnth.l h<'r
hlrthllny.
l'11r 11101'\l lnJ'ortlllllillllllll "lhtshnd .lcd" 111' the Pndli•·
Onnl~n Mlt•sion. visit the wei'> ~~~... nl www.nnshlll'l..
lcd.lll ll·

